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SUMMARY
This report is concerned with the problem of determining
the influence of solar heating on the low frequency, dynamic stability of
a. gravity gradient satellite. The scope of the effort includes the develop-
ment of a computer program that uses a quasi-static approach for
describing a satellite1 s unsteady orbital motion. Tied to this objective
is a requirement to explain the source of the observed anomalous unstable
behavior of the Naval Research Laboratory1 s gravity gradient satellite
164 (NRL 164).
The basic equations describing the rotational dynamics of NRL 164
are obtained in terms of kinematic, dynamic, orbital mechanic and
thermal distortion equations., The resulting derivation leads to a set of
fifteen first order, nonlinear differential equations of motion. The essential
feature of the quasi-static approach is that the satellite' s long, slender
booms reach their thermal equilibrium position solely as a result of
thermal bending and thermal lag without consideration of the dynamic effects
of boom vibration. A computer program based on this formulation has
been developed and used to examine the effects of absorptivity, sun angle,
thermal lag and hinge stiffness on the stability of4the satellite1 s motion.
It is concluded that within the confines of relatively narrow
stability criteria, the quasi-static model provides a valid means of pre-
dicting the anomalous behavior of NRL 164. The occurrence of computed
unstable responses closely resembling flight data tended to confirm
that the source of the instability is related to thermal distortion and is
particularly sensitive to sun angle.
If future gravity gradient spacecraft stabilization systems are to be
considered, a quasi-static mathematical model of sufficient generality
should be developed for determining optimum stable configurations.
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INSTABILITY OF A GRAVITY GRADIENT SATELLITE
DUE TO THERMAL DISTORTION
By Robert L. Goldman
Martin Marietta Laboratories
Martin Marietta Corporation
INTRODUCTION
The apparent simplicity offered by the concept of gravity gradient
control of an earth orbiting satellite (References 1 to 3) has had a stimu-
lating effect on the design of several spacecraft configurations. From an
analytical point of view it seemed clear that three-axis passive stabilization
of a spacecraft could be achieved through the clever use of tip weighted
extendable booms. If stability were possible, a desirable earth-pointing
equilibrium attitude of a satellite could be attained solely by a judicious
arrangement of these booms (e. g. References 4 to 6).
However, discovery of actual flight instabilities on several three-
axis gravity gradient satellites made much of the earlier theoretical analysis
suspect. Such instabilities were seen in the flight data collected during a
series of gravity gradient experiments conducted by the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL) and examined in Reference 7.* Here it was observed that
the unstable satellite response was primarily characterized by low frequency
rigid body oscillations dominated by large yaw motions and, in some cases,
yaw inversions. The satellite1 s behavior was clearly related to the angle
between the sun1 s vector and the normal to the satellite1 s orbital plane (sun
angle), a condition that led directly to the conclusion that a satellite1 s thermal
distortion properties play an important role in the instability mechanism.
If a correct analytical model of this instability mechanism could be
developed, it might be possible to design gravity gradient satellites in such
a way as to eliminate the detrimental effects of thermal distortion. As reported
in Reference 8, a specific analytical attempt was made to determine the in-
fluence that thermal distortion might have had on the attitude stability of the
Naval Research Laboratory' s gravity gradient satellite 164 (NRL 164) shown in
Figure 1. As described in Reference 7, NRL 164 was unstable in yaw while in
full sunlight.
The analytical model selected was the IMP Dynamics Computer Program,
Reference 9. Although the program was developed to simulate the dynamics
of IMP class satellites, it retains sufficient generality to be applicable to
NRL 164. Internal and external effects due to gravity gradient forces, solar
pressure, magnetic torques, eccentricity, thermal bending, boom vibration and
a single-axis libration damper can be simulated by the program.
:=This report is reproduced as Appendix E.
Unfortunately the planned
analysis of NRL 164 with the IMP
Dynamics Computer Program, was
unsuccessful. In retrospect the IMP
Program was not at all suitable for
the attempted investigation. In
addition to a number of unanticipated
program errors, the method proved
to be much too cumbersome for the
specific problem under investigation.
Boom vibrations, for example, had
an adverse influence on the compu-
tational procedure, since they led
to excessively long computer runs.
An alternative, quasi-static
procedure, based on the dynamical
equations described by Hooker in
Reference 10, was suggested in
Reference 8 as a means of simpli-
fying the analytical model and the
resulting computational procedures.
In essence, this approach, which is
similar to that used by Kanning in
Reference 11, would eliminate en-
tirely consideration of a boom1 s
flexural modes of vibration.
Assumptions of importance in the
quasi-static approach are that:
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Figure 1 - Satellite geometry, NRL 164.
1. The boom reaches its thermal equilibrium position solely as
a result of thermal bending and thermal lag without any con-
sideration of boom vibration;
2. The inertial and geometric properties of the satellite are
altered as the tip weights at the ends of massless booms are
displaced by boom deformation;
3. The sun line and thermal properties of a boom determine ,the
magnitude and direction of a boom' s tip deflection.
The quasi-static approach eliminates the numerical analysis problem that
arises from boom vibration and is justified by the relatively large ratio
between the satellite1 s boom vibration frequencies and its gravity induced
rigid body frequencies. Boom bending is considered solely in terms of
static thermal deformation without the local dynamic effects of boom inertia.
In the present report the problem of ascertaining the influence of
thermal deformation due to solar radiation on the low frequency, dynamic
stability of NRL 164 is re-examined. In this case the effort is directed
toward the development of a digital computer program that uses the
quasi-static approach for describing the rotational dynamics of the
satellite. The principal disturbance mechanism considered is assumed
to be due to geometrical and subsequent inertial changes resulting from
thermal distortion. The essential objective is to determine under what'
conditions the resulting re-orientation process becomes unstable.
' ' '
SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS
The basic geometry of satellite 164 is illustrated in'Figure 1. The
three-axis, two-body gravity gradient stabilization system consisted of
three extendable, interlocked nonperforated, SPAR BI-STEM booms
arranged in a symmetric pattern about the plane of the pitch-yaw axes.
The primary body was made up of the payload, main boom and front
lateral boom (fixed to the payload); the secondary body consisted solely of
the lateral damper boom. Nominally, the lateral booms were located in
the horizontal pitch-roll plane. The damper boom was connected to the
primary/body through a single-axis hinge mechanism that constrained
boom motion to a vertical plane. The hinge provided hysteresis damping
torques and torsion wire spring restoring torques.
By skewing the horizontal principal axis of the damper boom out
of the orbital plane, all motions become strongly coupled. Under these
conditions, three-axis damping of the entire satellite is achieved by the
single-degree-of-freedom motion of the damper boom about its hinge
(Reference 12).
Satellite 164 was stable throughout its initial period of eclipsing ,
orbits (passage through the earth' s shadow) and unstable in yaw sometime
after its f i rst excursion into a fully sunlit orbit. In fact, during the entire
first passage through eclipsing orbits and f irst entrance into full sunlight,
all attitude errors were small. The perturbations were confined to approxi-
mately one-cycle-per-orbit oscillations in pitch and 1/2 cycle-per-orbit
oscillations in yaw.
As the satellite, in full sunlight, approached the 0 sun angle
position* the amplitude of the 1/2 cycle-per-orbit oscillations in yaw un-
expectedly increased. The satellite rapidly became unstable with several
yaw inversions and large amplitude oscillations in both pitch and roll.
After passing through the 0° sun angle position, the instability ceased and
was followed by a period of stable operation.
* оIn References 7 and 8 this is the 180 sun angle position. The
difference lies in whether the sun vector is defined as either being toward
or away from the sun. In the present report it is always toward the sun.
SIMULATION
For NRL 164 the vector dynamical equations developed by Hooker
in Reference 10 are used since their application eliminates many of the
difficulties common to the Lagrangian approach (e.g. Reference 4). With
respect to the basic equations, the final quasi-static attitude of the two-
body satellite, including associated kinematics, dynamics, orbital
mechanics, and thermal distortion, leads eventually to a set of 15 first-
order, non-linear differential equations of motion.
Reference Frames
In the present derivation the three orthogonal frames illustrated
ш Figures 2 and 3 have been chosen. The basic inertial frame,
[Г] - [a^a^a^]
is fixed in space with its origin at the earth1 s center.
Here
a, is a unit vector towards the perigee of the satellite1 s orbit,
is a unit vector parallel to the satellite' s orbital angular
momentum vector, and
It has been assumed that the satellite1 s orbital plane is perpendicu-
lar to the a_ vector. The local inertial frame is simply obtained by a
parallel translation of the [a ] frame from the earth1 s center to the
satellite1 s center of mass.
The second frame is the local vertical, or orbital reference
frame,
[E] = [Е
г
Е2Е3]
which has its origin fixed at the satellite1 s center of mass and moves
with it along its orbital path.
Perigee
Satellite
Orbital path
a3^
Earth
Orbital plane-
Side View
Inertial and orbital reference 'frames.
Side Views Top View
Figure 3 - Body frame and satellite orientation.
Here
Е- is a unit vector in the direction of the radius vector, R,
from the earth1 s center to the satellite1 s center of mass,
E_ is a.-unit vector parallel to a,, and
El = E2 X E3'
The first two reference frames are related through the direction
cosine matrix [B], leading to the orthogonal'transformation --. , ,_.
"
£
Г
Е2
А
=
В11 В12 В13
В21 В22 В23
.
 В31 ' В32 В33.
Г1
-»
а 2
Л:
where
в
•
 B23
В12 = В31 = COS *• В13 = В21
and ф = true anomaly.
The third frame-is a body frame,
- В- = 0
.33 '
(1)
that has its origin fixed in the satellite and is used in conjunction with the
inertial frame and local vertical frame to define the satellite1 s motion.
The nominal orientation of the undeformed NRL 164 satellite in terms of
-*• -*• -»•
the unit vectors e. , e_ and e, is depicted in Figure 3.
The rotational position of this body frame with respect to the local
vertical frame is described through the orthogonal matrix transformation
[S] such that
11 12 13
22 °23
L S31 S32 S33 _,
E. (2)
where S are direction cosines. These direction cosines are derived
<- - • ij
in Appendix A in terms of the usual Euler angles Э , &> and V (designated
as pitch, roll and yaw respectively).
Combining Equations 1 and 2 results in the relationship
{e} = [S] [В] {Г} =[А] 1{Г} (3)
where [A] is now the direction cosine matrix relating the body frame
to the inertial frame.
Kinematic Equations ,
The kinematic equations in the present derivation consist of the
set of direction cosine rate equations that relate the elements of matrix
[A] to the inertial angular velocity vector, u"0 , where, in the body
frame, • . .
and o> are the body axis components of inertial rotation. For a system
of moving axes (see Reference 13) the inertial derivatives of vector {e*}
are-given by
where
u, 0
ы 0
(6)
Since in inertial space {a } = 0
the same inertial derivatives of vector {e} obtained from Equation (3)
results in the expression
{*} = [А]Т{Г}
Equations (3), (5) and (7) yield the identity condition that
(7)
[A]
which when transposed becomes
[ A ] = [ A ]
When expanded this leads directly to the desired set of kinematic equations
given by the six first order differential equations
A = A1 9w - А,„со11 1^ э LJ £*
A
A
A
A
21
(8)
= А21Ы3+А23Ш1
= A21W2 ' A22W1
Only six kinematic equations are necessary since the orthogonality of
the direction cosine matrix [A] requires that
A31 ~ A12A23 "A13A22
A32 = A13A21 " A11A23
A33 = A11A22 " A12A21
(9)
Dynamic Equations
м , * -
The complete dynamic equations for NRL/ 164 are developed using
the results of Reference 10. The vector dynamical equations with con-
straint torques can be written in the form
(Ф01 (10)
«Г
 [ф
ю • "о
Here a tilde over an element is used to identify a dyadic, and a dot over
a vector denotes its time derivative with respect to inertial space.
Ф = the set of reduced inertia dyadics derived in Appendix B,
6 = the angular rotation of the damper boom about its hinge
axis,
-»•
g, = the vector direction of the hinge axis (see Figure 3), and
-»•* , ' "''
E = the torque vector (gyroscopic torques, gravity gradient
torques, hinge acceleration torques, interaction torques,
etc. ) as defined in Appendix B.
Written together in matrix notation Equation (10) becomes
а
оо
 а
ог
ю
where a f l 0 is the dyadic
п
. "о
'б -
' Е
 0 + ЕГ
gl •_ Е1
(11)
а - ф ' ц - ф
aOO " - 00' 10 (12)
a
m
 and a,
n
 are the vectors
01
4- Ф \ • a
01 11' gl (13)
io
Ф11>
and a., is the scalar
lll = 81 * ФЦ ' 8! (15)
Introducing the new dependent variable, Д, such that -'5
6 = Д ' - (16)
permits the vector dynamical relationship of Equation (11) to be expanded
into the scalar form
L00
Г"
1
"
л
"з
1_д
"
Т
Г
т
2
т
з
-
Т4-
(17)
At this point Equation (17) is premultiplied by [l
nn
] " so that,along with
Equation (16\ the final complete set of dynamic equations is given by the
five first-order differential equations
-1
"V
"2
"3
А
,
00
4
(18)
6 = Д
Orbital Mechanics
The orbital path of the satellite is derived directly from the solution
of Kepler1 s equation based on a spherical earth model. This solution is
carried out under the assumption that perigee occurs at t= 0 at which time the
orbit path crosses the inertial a, axis. Referring to Figure 2 the complete
10
formulation of the decoupled Keplerian orbit is given by the first order
differential equation
ф =
"
(1 + € cos ф) (19)
where
"О
а , =
€ =
И- =
ф =
= mean orbital rate
semi-major axis
orbital eccentricity
gravitational constant
true anomaly
The magnitude of the radius vector, R, is determined from
and it therefore follows that
R = |R| cos ф
x
R
(21)
Thermal Deformation
Thermal deformation of each of the satellite1 s three booms is pre-
sumed to be due solely to a thermal bending moment induced by solar
heating. The resulting deformation alters the position of each boom1 s
tip weight and, in accordance with the quasi-static approach, changes
the satellites inertial properties. As the inertial properties vary, a new
set of principal axes appear, and reorientation of the satellite occurs.
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Deflection of a typical
long, slender boom exposed
to solar heating is illustrated
in Figure 4. The undeformed
boom lies along the unit
vector axis, U, with the sun1 s
unit vector, (г, tilted so that
it makes an angle £ with the Sun vector
boom. The thermal bending
moment induced by solar
heating is considered to
cause a tip deflection
(22) Figure 4 - Boom deflection.
whose direction Г , is normal to U in a plane containing the sun1 s vector.
The magnitude of the tip deflection, y_, in turn, is a function of the boom1 s
thermal properties as well as the position of the satellite with respect to
the earth1 s shadow.
Let the unit sun vector, cr , be defined such that
сг = sin a a1 + cos а а", (23)
where a = sun angle. Since the direction of the unit tip deflection vector,
Г , is assumed to always be away from the sun it can be derived from
the vector triple product relationship
_
"
(24)
Similarly the sun angle on the boom, £, is obtained from the equation
cos 5 = U ' (25)
•where, in view of the restrictions of Equation (24)
0<
12
The tip deflection, у
т
, for each boom is computed from the first -
order differential equation
У
Т
where т"= thermal lag and y™,, is the static thermal tip deflection of the
boom.
The static deflection, y_
n
, is assumed to be the tip deflection that
the boom would attain if thermal lag were ignored. The computation of
y_,
n
 is based in part on the analysis described in Reference 14.
For a seamless, thin-walled cantilevered-boom of circular cross
section it has been found that у
тп
 can be approximated by the equation
у
то
=
 ~Г-
 sin
Г A I cose]i + — -^з—
where $. = boom length, ft, and A^ is the thermal constant
A =T
whose elements are
a = -'absorptivity
D = boom diameter, 'in.
e = linear thermal coefficient of expansion,
in./ in. -°F
h = thickness, in.
7
J = solar radiation intensity, В tu /hr -fts
o.k = thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft- F
4hk (28)
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On the other hand if the satellite is in the earth1 s shadow, solar
radiation can be ignored and •
The sun model used for finding out whether the satellite is either
in full sunlight or in the-earth1 s shadow is described in Appendix C."1
The three tip deflection vectors Y'
 M , Y_ 4, and Y_,n for
main boom, side boom and damper boom respectively are determined
from the relationships of Equations (22) to (29). It should be noted that
the imposition of- Equation (26) requires the solution of three first-order
differential equations.
Computed changes in the magnitudes and directions of the three tip
deflections are used to rederive the reduced inertia dyadics Ф
(see Appendix B) and subsequently to alter the inertia matrix
[!QQ] in Equation (17).
Computer Program
The equations of motion describing the quasi-static response of
NRL 164 to solar radiation are fully represented by Equations (8), (18),
(19) and (26). The 15 first-order nonlinear differential equations of motion
and associated supplementary equations have been programmed for digital
solution on an IBM 360 computer. The resulting FORTRAN IV program,
entitled GGSAT, is described in Appendix D.- GGSAT consists of a main
program and a series of subroutines designed to solve the equations of
motion.
A solution is obtained using Hammings predictor -cor rector method,
with starting values determined by a Runge-Kutta procedure. A plotting
routine, compatible with a CalComp 210/665 plotter, permits the user to
generate plots of calculated variations of satellite yaw, pitch and roll as '
a function of time. . ' ' •
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The essential aspects of the results presented here cover a
selective investigation of the effect of boom thermal bending on the stability
of the .quasi- static model of NRL 164 in a circular orbit (e = 0)~. Particular
emphasis has been placed on the influence of absorptivity, sun angle,
thermal lag and hinge stiffness on the satellites responses in yaw, pitch
and roll.
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The nominal physical and thermal properties of the satellite as
well as its orbital characteristics are summarized in Table 1. The
booms were considered to be long, slender beryllium copper tubes with
highly reflective, silver-plated outer surfaces. For the sake of
simplicity the mass of the booms was ignored.
Stability Criteria
The linear stability of NRL 164 in the absence of solar heating
can be inferred from the roots of the linearized equations of motion given
in Reference 5. The roots are either real or occur in complex pairs with
each imaginary pair corresponding to one frequency of the satellite1 s
normal modes of oscilia-
 10
tion. Despite the strong
coupling between the de-
grees of freedom repre-
senting yaw, pitch, roll
and damper boom motion,
each frequency still repre-
sents a predominant modal
motion in one of these four
degrees of freedom. In
Figure 5 the computed fre-
quencies (obtained from the
imaginary part of each root)'
along with the predominant -.
modal motion at that fre- 1
quency are plotted for a j
variation in damper spring
constant. Here all other
properties are consistent
with Table 1. For
KD >. 0008 ft-lb/rad the
roots are all complex with
negative real parts so that
four stable frequencies
exist. As Krj becomes SPRING CONSTANT, KO. ft-lb / rad
Figure 5 - Linearized frequency variation.
large the frequencies
approach those of a configu-
ration with a locked damper
hinge. At the design K_, two of the roots are simply negative real. The
complex roots all have negative real parts so that the three remaining fre-
quencies are still stable. For KD < . 00064 ft-lb/rad, however, one of the
real roots becomes positive, and roll, pitch and yaw motions diverge
exponentially. For reference purposes, this divergence boundary delineates
the theoretical region within which linear stability of NRL 164 cannot be
attained.
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The nonlinear stability of NRL 164 exposed to solar radiation has
been deduced through a time domain solution of the quasi-static
equations of motion. Although the selected variations in parameters
were quite broad, it was evident early in the study that nonlinearities
in the simulation and economic limitations on computer usage required
a narrow definition of stability.
The stability criteria eventually adopted assumed that the satellite
was unstable if, after the model was initially perturbed by a set of "prime
conditions" in yaw, pitch and roll, a yaw inversion occurred within the
TABLE 1
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND ORBITAL PARAMETERS
OF NRL GRAVITY GRADIENT SATELLITE 164
Lateral and damper boom tip mass, slugs 0. 118
Main boom tip mass, slugs 0. 159
Payload mass, slugs 8. 800
Lateral and damper boom length, ft 35. 0
Main boom length, ft 60. 0
Distance from payload C. G. to hinge, ft 1. 375
Lateral and damper boom diameter, in 0. 25
Main boom diameter, in.'. 0. 50 _
Lateral and damper boom wall thickness, in 0. 14x10 _
Main boom wall thickness, in 0. 20x10
Payload moment of inertia, slug-ft 4. 0
Yaw rotation of lateral boom, deg -30. 0
Yaw rotation of hinge axis, deg 120. 0
Roll rotation of main boom, deg 0. 0
Pitch rotation of main boom, deg 0. 0
Null position of damper boom, deg 0.0
Damper spring constant, ft -Ib/rad 0.714x10
Damper damping constant, ft-lb-sec/ rad 0. 395
Eccentricity 0.0
Semi-major axis, km 7302. 4
Earth radius, km , . . . . _ 6378. 2 ^
Gravitational constant, km / sec 3.986x10 _
Mean orbital rate, rad/sec 0.1012x10"
Initial true anomaly, deg 0.0
Sun angle, deg 0. 0
Absorptivity 0.13 .
Linear, thermal coefficient of expansion, in/in- F 0. 104x10
Thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-in- F 4. 167
Heat radiation of source, Btu/ hr-m^ 3. 065
Thermal lag, mm 0. 0
Initial roll angle, deg -10.0
Initial pitch angle, deg . . . -30. 0
Initial yaw angle, deg 30. 0
16
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Figure 6 - Nominal satellite response, no sun.
first four orbits of the earth. These prune conditions (established
somewhat arbitrarily by trial and error) were V= 30°, (3 = -30°,
a
 - -10° and \ = £ = a- 0.
Although this definition provided a way of evaluating the effect on
stability of a parametric change it was strictly limited by its singular
specification of initial prime conditions and the number of orbits
examined. Despite these limitations, the criteria still led to some
particularly revealing observations.
Basic Characteristics
The motions of NRL 164 in the absence of sunlight and initially per-
turbed by the prime conditions are plotted in Figure 6. This figure
serves as an instructive indicator of the basic nonlinear dynamic be-
havior of the nominal configuration and should be used in gaging the changes
in response that are brought about by a parameter variation. As expected
in this case, the satellite is very stable. Although yaw motions are
initially quite large they damp out rapidly and the system is close to an
equilibrium attitude soon after the fourth orbit.
Since the study is part icularly concerned with yaw instabilities ,
some insight into large amplitude yaw responses without sunlight is needed
in order to evaluate basic system performance. Two such responses are
plotted in Figure 7 for an initial yaw perturbation of 30°. The difference
17
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Figure 7 - Basic yaw frequency, no sun.
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between the two responses arises simply from the change in the damper
spring constant. As can be seen, yaw damping and frequency decrease
as the damper spring is stiffened above its nominal value (the drop in
frequency is also apparent in Figure 5). The appearance of both pitch and
roll coupling with a yaw perturbation is a basic characteristic of this type
of gravity gradient configuration and is necessary in order to achieve
three-axis damping of the entire satellite.
Frequencies associated with the nonlinear response were, as
expected, amplitude dependent. For a small initial perturbation, however,
the nonlinear influence on frequency was negligible, and the quasi-static
frequencies agreed closely with the linear analysis (see,Figure 5).
Effect of Absorptivity
The present thermal instability supposition rests on the assumption
that thermally induced changes in the satellite1 s inertial properties due to
boom bending may cause a yaw instability. To examine this possibility,
satellite responses were com-
puted for variations in tip
deflections brought about by a
change in absorptivity. Fig-
ure 8 shows the linear variation
of the main boom1 s static tip
deflection with increasing
absorptivity for normal sun
incidence.
100 -
Since the outer surfaces
of the booms were assumed to
be highly reflective, a low
absorptivity, Q!Q = 0. 13, was
specified as the nominal value.
On the other hand, as indicated
in Reference 15, data accumu-
lated by GSFC suggests that
factors other than absorptivity
tend to influence thermal bend-
ing,and large deflections may
occur in spite of a low value of
absorptivity. To compensate
for these factors, an effective
absorptivity of 0. 5 was con-
sidered to represent the high
end of the deflection scale.
02 0.4 06
ABSORPTIVITY, a
08 10
0
Figure 8 - Main boom tip deflection for
normal sun incidence.
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The computed influence of absorptivity on the attitude motion of
NRL 164 is illustrated in Figure 9. For these responses,the sun is normal
to the orbital plane (sun angle at 0°),and thermal lag is zero. The plots
reveal the existence of a yaw instability that is particularly sensitive to
thermal distortion. For an = 0 . 3 and 0.4,the calculated yaw attitude,
though large, seems to be stable. Conversely for aQ = 0.45 and 0.6,a
yaw inversion occurs prior to the second orbit.and the configuration is
considered to be unstable. The onset of an inversion appears to be closely
dependent upon yaw reaching an angle of -90°.
Effect of Sun Angle
The investigation of absorptivity led directly to the observation that
the satellite1 s computed response and stability could be strongly influ-
enced by a small change in sun angle. This was previously noted in the
flight data of Reference 7 and now tends to be confirmed by the present
quasi-static analysis.
The sensitivity to a change in sun angle is typified by the computer
plots shown in Figure 10, which depict the yaw, pitch and roll motions of
NRL 164 for sun angles of 0°, 10°, 20° and 30°. Here thermal lag is zero,
and the magnitude of boom thermal absorptivity is 0. 5, a value which for
the 60 ft. main boom and normal sun incidence results in a computed static
tip deflection of approximately 5 ft. (see Figure 8).
In Figure 10(a), with the sun angle at 0 , a yaw inversion starts
almost immediately and, as previously seen in Figure 9, the satellite
response is unstable. In Figure 10(b), however, by just shifting the sun
angle to 10 the inversion is suppressed and the motion is surprisingly
stable. In fact, in Figure 10(c), a further increase in the sun angle to 20
still leads to a stable configuration. Finally, in Figure 10(d), at a sun
angle of 30°,occultations begin to occur, and the satellite is again unstable.
The latter instability is probably involved with the deflection transient
that arises as the satellite enters the earth1 s shadow.
Effect of Thermal Lag
Figure 11 shows the effect on stability of a change in thermal lag
with the sun angle at 0° and a
 Q = 0. 5. Previously,with no thermal lag,
(Figure 10(a)) this condition was unstable. For the time span shown in
Figure 11,the inclusion of thermal lag appears to have a stabilizing
tendency.
Occultations are indicated by the downward facing steps in the
horizontal line across the top of Figure 10(d).
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TIME. MINUTES
(b) ,a0 • 0.4
AUK 89
'О 00 40 00 80.00 120 00 160 00 £00 00 240 00 280 00 320.00 360 00 400 00 440.00
ПНЕ. MINUTES
Figure 9 - Effect of absorptivity, KD = . 000714 ft-lb/rad, a = 0°.
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Figure 10 - Effect of sun angle, KD = . 000714 ft-lb/rad, a = 0. 5.
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'о' 00 i ч'о 00 ВО 00 120 00 160 00 200 00 240 00 280 00 320 00 360 00 400 00 440 00
TIME. MINUTES
Figure 11 - Effect of thermal lag, KD = . 000714 ft-lb/rad, a = 0°.
a = 0.5.
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Figure 11 - Continued
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Despite this observation it is not at all clear whether or not
certain critical combinations of thermal lag, absorptivity, sun angle
and damper spring constant may still result in an instability. In this
respect it should be noted that in Figure 11, as thermal lag is increased
from 10 mm to 30 mm , the magnitude of the second peak in yaw
increases substantially. A further increase in thermal lag to 40 min ,
Figure l l (d) , however, has the opposite effect, and the yaw amplitude
begins to decrease.
Effect of Hinge Stiffness
The comparison of most of the computed results with flight data is
in itself quite remarkable. As in flight, the controlling factor in
establishing NRL 164' s stability boundary appears to be most closely
allied with sun angle. Hinge stiffness, however, also plays an important
role in the results.
Some indication of the sensitivity of the computed response to a
change in hinge stiffness is shown in the plots of Figure 12. Here the
sun angle is 0 and Q< = 0.4. For the nominal hinge stiffness
(K. = . 000714 ft -lb/rad) the yaw response is stable. By just increasing
the stiffness about 10%, so that K£> is equal to . 0008 ft -lb/rad, the yaw
response becomes unstable.
Figures 13, 14 and 15 illustrate how the computed quasi-static
stability boundaries for sun angles of 0°, 10° and 30° were influenced
by variations in hinge stiffness (damper spring constant) Kj->, and
absorptivity, a Q. The illustrations essentially summarize the outputs
from a large number of computer runs.
In these figures, the divergence region arises solely from the con-
sideration that.in the absence of sunlight.the system becomes unstable
for KD < . 00064 ft-lb/ rad. Conversely the unstable regions that are
shown in the figures encompass areas of yaw instabilities that were
deduced by applying the nonlinear stability criteria.
In Figures 13 and 14 the stability boundary is not only favorably in-
fluenced by a low value of hinge stiffness, but the stable region increases
in area as the sun angle changes from 0° to 10°. For a sun angle of 30°,
Figure 15, the satellite passes through the earth1 s shadow , and the
stability picture becomes quite confusing. Now the unstable regions are
isolated into two pockets that restrict the onset of an instability to only
certain limited combinations of absorptivity and hinge stiffness.
In obtaining Figures 13 to 15 a number of especially interesting
cases were found in which the satellite responded in a yaw spin. A
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Figure 12 - Effect of hinge stiffness, a = 0 , С*л = 0 - 4 .
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Figure 13 - Stability boundary, « = 0
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Figure 14 - Stability boundary, a - 10
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Figure 15 - Stability boundary, a = 30C
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Figure 16 - Yaw spin, K
n
 = . 001 ft-lb/rad, a = 10 ,
«0 = 0.425.
typical occurrence is illustrated in Figure 16, in which the computed
response in yaw rotates through 360 in about three orbits. Similar
phenomena also were seen in the flight data of NRL 164 and conceivably
were caused by parameter combinations of the type studied in the present
investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
A nonlinear analytical model and a corresponding computer program
have been developed to study the possible influence of solar heating on the
anomalous low-frequency, orbital yaw instability of the Naval
Research Laboratory1 s gravity gradient satellite 164 in a circular orbit.
The model' s formulation was based on a quasi-static approach in which
the deflections of the satellite1 s long, slender booms were determined in
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terms of thermally induced bending without consideration of the dynamic
effects of boom vibration.
Within the confines of relatively narrow stability criteria, it has
been found that,under the quasi-static model, NRL 164 not only becomes
unstable but,m a number of cases, responses were computed that closely
resembled flight data.
From a review of the results, it has been discovered that:
1. The onset of a yaw instability is particularly sensitive to a small
change in sun angle,•with the least favorable sun angle at 0 .
2. In order to obtain an adverse effect from thermal distortion it
was necessary to assume a larger thermal deflection than might be
inferred from a boom1 s nominal thermal properties. Some evidence is
available, however, to justify this assumption.
3. Occultation of the satellite produces isolated regions of
instabilities believed to be related to the abrupt changes in boom deflections
that occur as the satellite enters or leaves the earth1 s shadow.
4. In most cases,an increase in hinge stiffness tends to be de-
stabilizing .while an increase in thermal lag seems to be stabilizing.
By comparing the data collected during the computer study.it has
been concluded that the quasi-static approach provides a valid means of
predicting the anomalous behavior of NRL 164. In retrospect,the analysis
probably could have been used to anticipate the instability seen in the
flight data of NRL 164.
RECOMMENDATIONS
If three-axis gravity gradient stabilization of a satellite through the
use of long, slender booms is to be considered in future spacecraft
designs, adequate consideration must be given to the influence of.
thermal distortion on system performance. Assuming that such satellites
are still of practical consequence.it is important that the designer have
available a means of selecting configurations that are free from the
thermally induced instabilities.
Since the present investigation has been limited to NRL 164 in a
circular orbit.it is difficult to reach any definitive conclusion as to either
an optimum configuration or the influence of eccentricity 'on stability. A
general interrelationship between analysis and design selection is there-
fore necessary before further development of three-axis stabilization
systems can be adequately considered. In this respect, the formulation of
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a quasi-static model of sufficient generality is recommended as the
analytic tool for selecting and evaluating the nonlinear dynamics of a
hinged multibody satellite.
Closely related to this suggestion is the need to obtain a much
j better physical understanding of the behavior of a boom exoosed to solar
heating. A review is needed of existing GSFC experimental data .with a
view toward ascertaining the thermal bending process of a boom. This
advice includes the possibility of additional experiments aimed at,determin-
ing the effect of sun angle on the boom and end conditions on actual thermal
deflection.
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APPENDIX A
BODY ROTATIONS
An Euleir rotational sequence of pitch, roll and yaw has been selected
in order to define the orientation of the body frame, { ^ T} , relative to the
local vertical frame, ,{£}• The three rotational transformations^ are:
1. Pitch rotation
cp 0 -sp
0 cp
0 /
Е,.У V
-*-E,
Z. Roll rotation
X о о
ccc sa
-so.
Here с = cos, s = sin
A-l
3. Yaw rotation
с -у
c\ 0
0 0 1
?1 if •\ '\
r~\\
\
\\
f
-
1
~- — '"^
•*-"""' '
r
 »
Z.e3
The total transformation is given by the matrix product
•-Y
I ft
•,
— *.
e2
/3
=
с Y s Y 0
-sY . cY 0
0 0 1
1 0 0
0 с a sa
0 -sa ca
eg 0 -s(3
0 1 0
s{3 0
 C|3
c|3cY + sas|3sY
+ saspcY cacY
-sa
+ so;c(3sY
Sll S12 S13
S21 S22 S23
s31 s32 s33 _
"*Г
*2
A
(Al)
A-2
where S . are now the desired direction cosines that provide the
Ч
relationship between the body frame and the local vertical frame.
In a similar manner, the angular velocity vector, ш , can be
expressed in terms of the Euler angles and orbital motion by the
matrix relationship
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a + Ф
12
22 (A2)
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APPENDIX В
INERTIA DYADICS AND TORQUE ELEMENTS
Derivation of the elements of Equation (10) and (11) in the section on
Dynamic Equations has been carried out in numerous references and is
quite straightforward.
The inertia dyadics are obtained from the geometrical and inertial
properties of the satellite through the equations
where
Ф00 = Фп + т <Lm ' L
'ю
0  " О Т *" х^01 ^01
ф - - -
"
А
 хх
 (В1)
01 ~ -"^ ( L i i Lm г ~ Ln ^m ^
Ф = inertia dyadic of main body about its center of mass
т
 =
 reduced mass,
М„ = mass of main body, M, + M_ + M_
M, = mass of lateral boom tip mass
M7 = mass of main boom tip mass
M- = mass of payload
M. = mass of damper boom tip mass
M = mass of satellite, M
n
 + М
д
L
m
 = vector from center of mass of main body to
hinge point
B-l
'11 vector from center of mass of damper boom tohinge point
unit dyadic, e, e, + e_ e_ + e, e,
To illustrate the mechanics
of deriving the elements of Equa-'
tion (Bl), consider Figure B-l ,
which shows the main body and
hinge of NRL 164 with the booms
deformed due to solar heating.
The hinge vector, L
is given by the equation 01
where
M,
(B2)
Lateral Boom
С G
Main Body
Damper Boom
л4
 (Secondary Body)
Figure B-l Geometry of
deformed satellite.
Let
P. = vector from hinge to deflected lateral boom tip mass
—»•
P_ = vector from, hinge to deflected main boom tip mass
vector from hinge to payload center of mass
R 01
R3 ~ P3 + L01
as
Then the inertia dyadic *
n
 for the main body can be written
B-2
Ф ''=' М. ( |R.|2 I - R) + £ ' (ВЗ)0 
i= 1
where
Ф_ = the local inertia dyadic of the payload about its own
center of mass
- i
The critical element in the quasi-static approach is the inclusion of
the vector displacements Y^.. ,, Y_0 and Y „_. of each boom due toL JV1 1 о J. U • . '
thermal distortion in the determination of the vectors P , P_ and L , .
In terms of the nominal characteristics of NRL 164 (see Figure 3), the
deformed position vectors are given by the equations
P- = i-sin 0 e". - i-sm G^osG e"_ +^ 2 cos9 cose2?3 + Y (B4)
-*• j. ~ лL
n
 =
 -?4sin92cos Sej -i 4cos ^^cos б e 2 - t ^  sin б е
The torque elements on the right of Equation (11) have
been derived in Reference 10 and for the present case can be expanded
into the following expressions: ^
+ 6 mL Q 1 x[ ы 0 x ( g j x L n) + gjx ( c j Q x L j j ) ] (B5)
5 2m L Q x [ ^x (g j X L U )] , ,
B-3
(1- Зрр ) • - З р р )
[(Ф01 "0 x Х Ф11
(B5-Cont. )
E * = [7Г x
• 2
б (В6)
[L
n
 x (1 - 3 р7) •
where p = unit vector from the earth1 s center toward the satellites
composite center of mass
G -
d-€ Г
(1 + «cos Ф)
= hinge damper damping constant
K_ = hinge damper spring constant
in terms of the prescribed reference frames:
p - cos ф
g = cos (B7)
g , = - sin ф_ со, e , -1- cos ф~ ш, e + (sin Ф ш, - cos Ф-, u>- ) e_ , , ~ ,
 ? , - -,  ,
B-4
APPENDIX С
OCCULTATION
Projection of
earth's shadow
Earth
When the effect of solar heating on the bending of the booms is included,
consideration must be given to that portion of the satellite1 s orbit during
which the sun is occulted by the earth.
In Figure C-l, occultation
begins when the satellite in its
orbital path reaches the occulta-
tion point, Q7. Since the sun is
assumed to be in the direction of
the vector, "?, the distances
Q,Q_ and Q9Q, at the occultation1 £• £ S
point are given by
_ i-»iQ-.Q-, = |R|cos ф
1 2
 (Cl)
where ф is the true anomaly of
the satellite and cosi|/sina< 0.
Let the angle between the
two radialsOOo and OQ3 Ъе de-
fined by the occultation angle v,
where in general
sin v = cos ф si11 Ct (C2) Figure C-l Location of occultation point.
Here OQ2 = R and OQ3 = R
where R_ is the radius of the earth. Now since Q' must be perpendicularii J
to Q9Q, at occultation it follows that occultation occurs when£* J
\R\ cos v = R, (C3)
or
sinv = - (C4)
C-l
Furthermore from consideration of the geometrical relationship between
the sun vector, <r , and the occultation point, Q?, it is clear that the
satellite must be in the sunlight as long as
sin v
'f® (C4)
C-2
APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAM GUIDE
The accompanying information provides a. brief description of the
utilization of computer program GGSAT. The guide includes the required
input data and a. program listing as well as a short sample of the program
output. -
The program is capable of solving for the satellite1 s unsteady orbital
motion under the influence of solar heating. It was written for an IBM/ 360
operating system with plotting routines compatible with a CalComp
210/ 665 plotting system.
Program Input
Actual data input is submitted as floating point information on three
cards. Starting in column 1, data on each card is read in with a 4E16. 8
format. The data must be supplied in the following order:
CARD 1
CARD 2
CARD 3
ALPHA., deg
EPS, dimensionless
ALO, dimensionless
PSCALE, dimensionless
ALFAE, deg
BETAE, deg
GAMAE, deg
TOW, mm
V(15), ft-lb/rad
V(16), ft-lb-sec/racj
Sun angle, Q;.
Eccentricity, e , of
orbital path.
Absorptivity, a0»
0.0 < «0 <1.0.
Plot scale factor
(usually 1. 0).
Initial roll angle.
Initial pitch angle.
Initial yaw angle.
Thermal lag, т.
Damper spring constant,
К.„, (nominal value =
. 000714).
Damper damping constant,
C-y (nominal value = .395).
D-l
RUNUM, dimensionless
PLOTR, dimensionless
Program Listing
Number used to identify
case being run.
Plot ordinate selection
for 8 | x 12" -Cal Comp
plots abscissa rang-
ing from 0 to 440 min at
40 min per inch.
PLOTR = 1.0; ordinate
ranges from -30° tO'+50°
at 10° per inch.
PLOTR = 2.0; ordinate
ranges from -90° to
+270° at 45° per inch.
The FORTRAN IV source deck for GGSAT consists of a main program
and nineteen subroutines. Listings for the main p'rogram and eleven sub-
routines are provided below. Of the remaining eight subroutines, subroutine
HPCG is available from the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package, while sub-
routines PLOTS, PLOT, FACTOR, AXIS, SYMBOL, NUMBER and LINE
are part of the basic CalComp Software.
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V ( 6 ) - 1 . 3 7 5
v ( 7 ) = 4 . 0
V ( 6 ) =4 . 0
v ( 9 ) ^ 4 . 0
v ( 1 0 ) = - 3 C . O
v l l l ) = 1 2 G . C
V ( 1 2 ) = 0 . 0
\ i ( 1 3 ) = O . C
V ( 1 4 ) : Q . C
t)2=.50
h2=2.E-3
1-4=1.46-3
IC=4.167
с
(. H E A D SUN A N G L E ALPHA E C C E N T R I C I T Y tPS.ANL ABiOKP 1IV11Y ,ALO FkOri
С INPUT C A k D S A S ' W E U AS P 5 C A L E , PLOT SCALE F A C T o R
С V(15),V«16»,RUNIH
(. PLCTR=1. FCR Y RANGE CF -30 OEGKEtS Tu +50 CEoRtES
С 1. FOR V RANGE- CF -90 OEGRfcEi TO +27C DEGREES
С
1 K E A D 1 5 , KOC»tNp.= 5 4 g . O ) A L P h A , E f S , A L O , P i C A L t
1000 FCKPAT(4Elb.e)
RE ADI 5,1 coo) A L F A E , B E T A E , G A K A E , T C W
R E А О 15,1 C O O ) Ч ( 1 5 ) , V ( 1 6 ) , H U N U H , P L O T K
. I F t T U W . E U . O . )GLJ TO 2
D-4
1FITLH.M.1C.) C C Т С 5 Ь С С
NDlM=lb
L W = T L W * 6 C .
LHi = l./O
i. wl = l ,/FLi.ATUDlM
AR = A l . P r i A a R A C I A N
A L h A t I = « l F A E
t > E T A b I = B t T A E
lALCtLATE u I N E A R T n E k M A L CuNjTANT FOR EACH BLCM
ATt=l3.*ALO»TCc»hRi 1/TC
A T i = A T C « L l / H l
ATC211 » = IATS*V( A))/3 .
«TCI 12)=ATH« .5«Vt5) *v(
«Tl.2 12 > = (ATM»V(5 ))/3.
uP It 1 = 1, < i 3 C
I ( i ) = 0 . 0
K P L L ( H = C . O
r I T C r - ( l ) = O . C
» A W ( » ) = 0 . 0
n X l I 1 = 0 . 0
R V l I 1 = 0 . 0
K(i)=O.C
i) )*«.5
H R H T l l ) = L . C
H R C T 12 )=<:6<,CC.
H R r t T ( 3 ) = 1 2 o . C
(.
C A u L I f c P v T ( D E P t U )
Y d ) = D c P t N D < 7 )
c)
Y U ) = D t U C T « K A i , l A N
U5 )=
Y ( 7 }=DtPtNi)(<:)
Hb ) = D t P c N U ( 3 )
till ) = U E r > E A C (6)
Y ( 1 2 ) = P S l <
r ( i 3 ) » u . O
1(i5l»O.L
v.
uC 1э5 J°l
I5i L E k Y ( J ) « , l
v.
D-5
1RUN=RUNLH
« iR lT t (6 t< i999 ) IKUN
F O H H A T t l h l , 6 C X ,
mj) ,J=7, l t )
h R i T t t b . b l O O ) £ P i , A Z , E K R C S , P S I , F « U , C M E u A , A L P H A
h R l T t < 6 t 5 0 2 0 ) A L O , T C E , T C , h R i , T O N
h R l T t ( 6 t S 1 5 0 > A L F A E I . В Б Т А Е 1 . O A K A E I
i»RlTt(6,51eC)
AN=0.0
oN=1.0
с
C A L L H K C ( f > R P T , V , D t R b N C I H , I h L F , F C N , L U T . A U X )
С
iv=ie.
1FIPLOTR.EU.U )Ct TO 156
5 S = 2 t 5 .
156
) = D v
00 160 1 = 1 , ЛЛ
iF ( ( Y A k . I I ) . t C . P L A ^ K ) . A ^ L . ( P l T C H ( I ) .EG.BLAMOIGO TU 157
n R l T c ( o , 5 3 t C ) T ( I ),
л
( i),RM i ) , R Y ( 1) ,RLLL( I) .P iTCKI) , Y A t . ( I) ,
С 1151М1)
оГ TU ifcC
157 r , R i T c ( b , 5 3 U l ) T ( I ) , K ( l ) , R > ( i ) , R Y ( I) ,RULL( 1), I1SUM1)
16u (.GNTlNuf
C A L L P L C T ( l 7 . , - 1 5 . , - 5 )
C A L L P L O T I O . ,1.5,-3)
i F l P i C A L t . E C . l . O l G u 10 It5
L A L L F A C T O i l ( F S C A L E )
i6s LAi.L A X I i l C . ,0. t l 3 h T ! K t , M I N U T E S , -13ill . ,0. ,C. ,4C. )
C A L L A A I M U . ,0. , lAhflhGlE i b E o R f c E S , !<,,« . ,90 . ,FV ,CV )
C A L L P L C T ( o . , Z L , J )
L A L L P L C T d l .,/L,2)
i P A C t = 0 .
l = 2 f S
D-6
C A L L Pt-CHbPKt ,C. i 3 )
Y L E N = .125+rtCCU ,<)«
C A L L P L C K S P A C E , 1 L t N , 2 )
|F(MLO( 1,2) .tO.CI CC TL 190
Y P = S P A C E - . 1 2 5
CALL S Y M o O L ( Y P . . < t < . l C , b C ( l f P N ) , 0 . , - l )i>o TL <:oc
19U 1 F ( I . N E . 2 ) G C TU 191
X P A C E = i P A C t
CALL SYMoOL(XPAGt,.8C,.lC,l,C.,-l)
CALL SYH6QUXQ,. 75,. 10,1 bCK.0.,4)
CALL SYHbOL(APAGc,.55, .1C,«>,0.,-1)
CALL SYMBOL (>0, .50. . 10 , 1 ECF , G. , 8 )
CALL SYHbOl(APACfc,.3C,.K,3,C.,-l)
CALL SYMoOi.< ДО, .<5, . 1C , I tC Y , С . , 4 )
APG=xPAGfc-.75
LAuL SYK8DL(XPu.t. • .1.1BKN,0.,4)
ХХ=ХНС*.э
C A L L NoHtE«(XX,t . , . l ,RCM.P,0. ,- l )
191 1FII .Kfc .ч) GL 1C 2CC
A P A G t = S P A C t - . 2 5
C A L L S Y M d O L ( x P A C t , . 2 5 , .1^,1 BCD, O.,e)
00 CONTINUE
C A L L L 1 N E ( T ( 1) , R C L L ( 1) ,hh ,l, + b,l)
C A L L L l K c ( l ( l ) , P l T C H ( l ) , h N , l t+8,2)
C A L L LINfcU (i) , Y A H l 1 ) ,NK ,l,+8,3)
1)0 30 K:1,MN
cSP(K)= iS + 5.»hLLAT(115CMK)-l)
3u CONTINUE
CALL LINE( r(l)iESP(l)tKNil,+Ofin
CO Tu i
2u f D « H A T l / / t ( « X , J F 1 7 . 7 J )
2 1 F C K H A T l / / , ( 4 > t 9 F l 7 . 7 ) >
5COu Ю К Н А Т 1 / . 2 0 Х ,'И1 ,S ICE b C C H AND M4.UAMPER BuCf TIP M A S S - ' ,F10 .5 , IX , 1
С ' i L L G S 1 / 2
' H ^ . C A I N B b C P TIP HAiS . = ' ,F9.<i_i2X, '. S L L G S '/
, , ' H j , K A Y L L A u I-ASS = ' , F9 .<, ,2X , • S L U G S ' /
C t O X t ' L l i S l U E BUCH A N L L<i,DAMPER BOUM L E N G T H = ' , F 7 . 2 , 4 X , ' F E E T ' /
C«:0x i ' L ^ i M A i N ВиСИ L E t v G T H = ' , F7 .2,4Ai ' , F E E T ' /
C < O X , ' L i . C I i T A N C E FkOh P A Y L U A D C . G . T U HINGfc = ' , F 8 . 3 , 3 X , ' F E E T ' /
C ^ O X , ' D l . S I U F BuCf ANL L' l tDAHPEit BOOK D I A M E T E R = • ,F7.2,'tX , ' I N C H E S ' /
CiO*, 'D^.MAIK BUOC^ UIAHETEJl = ' ,Е7^,^Х4 ' Д К С Н Е 5 ' /
С г О Х , ' H l . i l O E . A f t O H < . , C A h P E R , bOUH T H I C K N E S S =',1PE11.2,' I N C H E S ' /
CiOX , 'H4|MAIN BUCW 1Н1СлКЬ5б = ', 1PE11.2 ,"1 I N C H E S ' ) '
501U KJhMATt/,
C 2 C X , ' I ( l , n « P A Y L C A C R O L L I K E R T I A =•,F7.2,4X , ' S L L G - F T 2
С '/
CiuX. 4(2,il ,PAYLLAu FITCl- INERTIA ч ' ,f 7-^ 2 ,4Jt, ' SLUG-ET2
С '/
C«:OX, 4 ( 3 , 3 ) . P A Y L L A J YAk INERTIA » • ,F7»2 »4X » ' SLUG-FT2
C V
C ^ O X . ' P h l l . Y A k K C T A T I C N C F SIDE BCOM = ' , F 7 . 2 , A X , ' D E C ' /
CiCX,'PHli, Y A k g C T A T U N C f HINGE A X I S = ' ,F7.2,4X, ' D E G ' /
.CiOXi lTHElA_X,j<Ol^ RtJ.TATiLN OF MAIN BOOK = ' jF7.2.i/»X» ' U £ G ' A
C ^ O X , ' T H E T A 2 , P I T C h k C l A T U N C F MAIN BOOM = ' , F 7 . 2 , 4 X , ' D E O ' /
C i C X , ' D E L T A ZtRu.NULL P C S I T i O N OF DAPPER BCDK = ' , F 7 . 2 . 4 X , ' O E G ' /
D-7
, , 'Ku.CAr.PtR SPRlNb C C H S T A U T = > , tPi l l .e, ' F T - L B / к А
С и
1 / ,
C < : O X i ' C u . u A B P t P D A M P I N G C t N S T A N T = ' , CP F8 .3 , 3X, ' F T - L f c -
5iOu (-ОКМАТ1Л2СХ , ' t C C E N T m i T Y
D * O A , ' S t M l - H A . C K A X I S = '
O t O X , ' E A R T H R A D l L S = '
D < O X , ' I N I T I A L T K L t A N C M A L * = '
C C N i T f N ' T = ' ,4PE11.2, ' K K 3 / S E C 2 3
L R t l T A L K A T E = ' ,<,PE11 .1, ' K A L / S E 4
D C ' /
D ^ O A . ' S U N ' A N G L E = ' , O P F 7 .2 , A X, '
C / l
5C2U F O R P H T l / ,
[ , ' A b S C R P T l V l T t » > i F 7 . 2 , < i X , / .
T H t R t - A L C C E F U C I E N T LF E X P A N S I O N =
F , /
F ^ O X , ' T H E R M A L C d N C U C T l V i T I = ' ,4РЁ 11. i , ' вТи/hR-I
F i O X . ' H E A T R A L U T I O N CF TI-E S L U K C E = ' ,<iPE 1 i .<;, ' B T L / n R - I
F N 2 ' , / , 2 0 A , ' T h E n ^ A L LAG T i M t г ' ,JPF7 .2ЛА , '
GPIM •,// )
5i50 F C k H * T ( / , 2 U X , ' I N I T I A L k C L L A N G L E = ' ,Р11.6, ' D
E t G ' , /
E t O X , ' I N I T I A L P I T C H A N G L E =' ,Hl.fc, ' D E C ' , /
E 2 0 X , ' I N I T I A L Y A W A N G L E =',f l l .6, ' O E u ' , / )
/ i 9 X , ' J I C E 1 , 8 X t l > l l 8 X , l R X l , 8 X l 1 R V l 1 7 * , » R U L L l i 7 X , ' P I T C H 1 ,C b X , ' Y A « ' , 5 X , ' E C L l P i E C ' , / 1
530u F C k P A T l A X , A F 1 0 . 2 , 2 P 3 E U . i , i 5 )
5600 F O t t H A T l l h l , ' THEHHAL LAG T I M t = ' ,E16.8, ' AND l i LUT CF R A N G E . ' )
LO TL 1
5<iOO C A L L P L D T ( 1 2 . , 0 . , 9 4 9 )
S T O P
END
D-8
-С <N>oo»»o» о ««»»««» »«SU6 КО \j Т 1NE
iUBRLUTUE L U T ( > , H , L E k
L
( . C H H L N / B L C C K i / A K , B N , * Z , r h E & A , E P S , N N , 1 5 U N , A L P I - A , E K R O S
COHHuN /BLOCK i/T( 230) ,RCilLt230),PlTCH(230),t*l»U30),I15UM230»i
С k > ( 2 3 0 ) i K Y ( 2 i O ) , K ( < 3 0 )
A L P L L O , t e r C L O , G / l K C L C / 3 * 0 . 0 /
U A T A BLANK/ • . •/
4 = X - A N * P H M T ( 3 )
1F( Z ) 5 U C , 2 G , 1 C
oC Ti. ЬОО
С
2u A
l ( N N ) = X / t O . C
C A L L E U L t R ( Y i « . 8 , S )
l F ( S i 3 , l ) . k Q . O . O . A N O . S ( 3 t 3 ) . b O . O . O ) G U TO 5C
H=-S13,2)
j F I A c 5 I A L F > t F « D E C H E £ ) . O T . f c 9 . 0 . A r t D . A b 5 ( A L F A E » O E G H E f c ) . L 7 . 9 1 . 0 )
loO Tu 30
i N = C L S ( A L F f t E )
( j , l )*SM
c = A R i I N ( » )
l F ( T t S T l . L T . C . O ) t E l A t = - A B S l N ( W J + P I
С
b E T A t = b E l A f c » i E ( > R b E
С
a E T O L D = B E T A E
(,AhCLD = GAMftE
С
GO TC n:
с
3 0 A L F A f c = A L F A E » C E b R h E
tC TL IOC
50 l F i S l 3 , 2 ) - l . C ) 6 C , e C f t C
60 i
D-9
. СО ТС ЮС
80 A L F A t = - 9 C . O
A L P O L D = A L F A E
100 K G L L ( X N ) = A L P t L O
Y A M N N ) = B L A N K
(,0 TU 111
110 CONTINUE
С
ROLL(NN)=AIPUO
P I T C h ( N N ) = b E T O L C
Y A « < N N ) = G A M O L D
С
111 N N = N N + 1
500 AETURN
fcNb
D-10
F C . 4 ( A , Y
L f M ! 1 , > / B , . r 4 K l / A ! > , B l \ , « Z , r i < F ( , A , F H S , N f c , I SON , A L P n A , E h R O S
l it )
, T « O H l , P A D l A . i , F « U , u E l . R f c E , 5 A R , C A R , O e I
L P h M u N / H t A l C / A t S , A T M , A T D , A r C i ( : > ) , A T C < : ( 3 )
u l M F i \ S l D f t t > f c O u t j , 3 ) f F < E i O ( 3 , 3 1 , t Y t O K i i J l . E t E i 1 ( 3 , 3 ) ,
I c L U l 11 ,3 ) , t L 111 1 ,3)
b I h E . , S l P , « ! ' ( J t . > ) , H ( l , 3 > , t Y t O ( 3 , 3 ) t t Y t l ( 3 l 3 ) t t Y t 2 ( 3 i 3 ) l b Y E 3 ( 3 t 3 )
1 м И О [ 3 , U . c Y cA I 3, 31, 111 3 , 1 ) , T21 3,1 ) , T 3 13,11, U 13, 1)^15.1 3,1),
2 1 6 1 3 , 1 ) , T 7 1 3 , 1 ) , 1 8 1 3 , l ) , 1 9 l 3 , l ) , T l u ( j , l ) , T l l ( 3 , l ) , T U ( b , l ) ,
, R n D l ( 1,3) , R h O u l 3 , J) ,G<;f 3) , G i D U T l 3 , l
n L O l S I ( 3 , l ) , E U S T ( 3 , l ) , t b T ( l , l ) , A A l ( 4 , < , ) ,
. t S f A K C . , i ) , T L R J U t ( < * , ! )
Y ( l ) , C t R t ( l ) , A l 3 , 3 ) , D ( j , j ) , 5 ( 3 , 3 ) , u K t G l 3 ) ,
л С ( 3 )
, л С ( 1 )) , ( л Г ^ , А С ( 2)1 , < А С з , л С ( 3)1
U 5 1 3 1 , l > M i 3 ) Л О ( З )
t O u l v A L F ( » C f c ( u S ( l ) , C P i ) , ( L S ( 2 ) , S P l ) , ( U S 1 3 ) , / E K r )
t O u l v A L F , , C f c ' ( o M l 1 ) , ^ T ^ I , (С»-( 2 ) , S T j C T 2 ) , ( U h ( 3) , С П С Т 2 )
c Q u l v A L E l . C t l L D l 1 j , - > P ^ C u L J, ( U b ( ^ ) ,CP 2CDL1-, ( UD ( 3 ).
O S ( 3 ) , » . M l 3 ) , c D ( 3 )
Y S ( 3 ) , Y M l 3 ) , Y D ( 3 )
Al = ( 1 . 0 - t P b * * 2 l
( Y ( 1 2 ) ) )
0= (P.HEl»A<-*<: ) * A t > / A 3
hS = * i » A l / / 1 ' .
u U r t = - S u R f ( l . C - l E K R u S / R i ) * * 2 )
(.ALL F O L b R l Y , A , B , S )
I S o M = l
i l v E ^ = i A K * B ( 3 , l )
l F l S l C t 3 . G T . o U / , )
) = Y ( l )
= Y m
) = Y ( 3 )
C H i 2 = V l 1 1 ) « R A D i A u
V l U ) * R A O U «
1 К = 1,3
i , K ) + C A R * A ( 3 , K )
t H t T A l )
n ( f H t T A 2 )
ИН12 )
D-l-1
iPl=ibM(PHJl)
iP2=SI«<HHl2)
CDL=COS(uE4.)
.0
lF( IbUN.cO.l )Gu 10 7
X j_AL-Cx.LA_lc iUfc 4*JuLtS Dd cDjHi FOK IHtRaAL
С XIS IS TriF SuN A N G L E ON SIUE BOOM IN R A D I A N S
С AIM IS THE SUN A N G L E ON MAIN BdDM IN R A D I A N S
С лЮ iS THE SUN ANGLE Oft UMPtR BuOM IN R A D I A N S
C P i X l S = C H l * X C l + S H l * X C 2
Xli = A R C O i ( ( . O S X l S )
C n s x i D = S C 2 * C O L » X C l - C f 2 » C L L « X C 2 - S U L * X C 3
( A l H ) » ( l . - A T C i ( < : J * C u S X I M
C.ALL VtCTRl(XC,Ub,GS)
CALL VECT R 1 (XC.UM.GH)
CALL VECIR1 (XC,Uil,bD)
IFlNLiIh.EQ.l«)i»r TU $
= ( У ТИ-t 1 1AJ J
uD 4 K=l,3
YSlK)=Yll3)*bSlK)
YDIK ) = V ( 15)*GD(K J
CO Tu «
5 uO 6 K=l,3
YMlK)=YTrt*bMlK)
YD(K)=YT
b CPhTlMUF
GO
P ( < : , < : ) = - V ( 5 ) * S T 1 * C T 2
Hl, i )=V(4)*CPi + Y S ( l )
с
P ( 2 , 1 ) = V ( 5 ) » S T ^ + Y M ( 1 )
l*SLL»ClZ+YJll,
У ИЭ,И=0.0
D-12
-- -UU.
) « V ( 2 ) * \ M 3 )
L
L
1>Г, liO 1 = 1,3
UO c L O l ( 1 , 1 ) = - H t l , I )
I F d i U N . t Q . D G J 10 112
L l i l l l i 2 ) = - V ( 4 ) * C P < : » C O L - * D t 2 )
till (1,3)=-V(4)*5DL-YDI 3)
uu Tu 11л _ -
cLlld , l ) = V ( < « ) e S H 2 « C l . L
t i l l (1,2)=-V(4)eCPi*CD L
ni И 11
(.ALL I r t E K T I EhBAR ,ELCW ,cLCl, E Y E O O )
tA^L- I*»E-xTt-c«oAK,tLll,ELOl ,EVc01)
(.ALL I H E K T l - t M b A K . t L U f E L l l . E Y f c l U )
(.ALL I . J E i s T l E M P A R . E L l l . c L i l . E Y E l l )
UD 115 1 = 1 , 3
uD Ii5 J = l,3
tYtHUJ-L=tYE£HI,J)+eYtOuU,J) + E Y E G l U , J» +tYtlGU ,J) +E YE 11 1 1 ,J)
tY"t2l I , J) = kYtOi ( it J l + E V E i H I , J)
1,1 J = LP<:
,21=iP<!.
Old , 3 > = O . U
12U oTl ( 1,1 ) = G 1 (
« . A L C c L A T ^ ol uCl 13 = «10 AT
U3 ____ 3_XJ_ __U3_
uP 1*2 1=1,3
t i , n_=0 .0
\e.2 J = l , 3
i2_DuT_GTl_=
" "
_  _ _
С ЗАЗ sXi 3xi
С C A t C u L A T t 111 i/OI uTi = A i l J *T S T A T F M E N T
н 0 1 ( 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0
A l l O l I .1 ) = v , . L
i2i A O U l , l ) = A 0 1 l I , l ) * c Y c 2 l I , J ) * O T l { J,l)
i2j M U O ( I , l ) = H l i O l I , l l + c Y c l i ( l , J ) e G T l ( J , n
_£ <J»LD/LATc _ 01 JCF AUO = All AT 12ч
«11(1,11=0.0
i/n 1,:4 J = l,3
12^. M l t l , , ! l ^ u i l H. 1. И_
ч
 ii 11 JJ * » 1 i_C I J 11 ) .
D-13
uO 1<:5 1=1,3
k*S--»-25-T**li3-
A A I I , J ) = t V E l ( I , J )
A A t I , 4 ) = A 0 1 ( l i i )
ц Д I & . I > = Д 1 и ( 1 . 1 1
КНР < i1-S(1» 3 )
КНЛ 2 ) = S 1 2 , 3 )
* H u ( 3 ) = S l 3 , 3 )
I/O UO 1 = 1 , 3
K H U l l l , ! )=*НОШ
i3u 0 2 ( 1 ) = О Н Ы ) ' V
С
UU, AlECTURHO,E*e-4-TJ44
C A L L V t C T H O M E l , , E Y t 4 , T < : )
( .ALL V t C T l l G < : , t > E l l , T 3 >
C A L L Vfc-CUlEUH,UHt&-rOME4,-cLl l»T4) , - - - -- - - --«—
C A L L V f c C T 2 ( E L O i , i - 4 t G , & ^ , t L l l , T S )
C A L L V E C r 2 l E L 0 1 , o 2 , C t l E l , , t L l l , T b )
LAj.L-V-t-C-r2I£Lul., b2 . G t. . E L i 1., 1 11- --------- - ------- -----
C A L L V E C T 2 l E L l i , L M £ G , O r t E ( . , E L 0 1 , T l » )
С
L. . . U L C u L A T t «.HUT OUT R H D 1 = KHUD AT 5 Т А - Т Е И Е К Т 132
^. jXi 1лЭ
uO 1^2 I = i , j
_______________
K H u D ( I , J ) = H H u T l I ,1 ) - > K H u l (1 ,J)
bU U5 J = l , 3 _ . . _
J,J )
( . A L L V E C T 3 ( E L l l , K H i . D , E L < U , T l ' 0 )
C A L L V E C Г З Ю К Е о ! , E Y E l l , G i , П з )
V t C T 3 . l G i , f c Y c l i , L H e C l , T l 4 )
С
C A L L V c C I I ( R n Q . E Y E l l , T 1 5 )
^A_L_L V E C T U O E b . c Y c l l , l i t )
, l ) = - 5 P i * L M £ G ( 3 )
i )=CKZ»rMEi»( j>
^ l u O t ( j , l ) = S i » 2 » r M E o ( a ) - C P 2 * u M t G ( 2 )
LA.J..C.ULA.TC
Hi Obi GiDCT = T12 BtLuW TJ iTATtHhNT 136
lib 1=1,3
,l)=0.0
( i ti) =Q.C
136 J=l,3
1 , J)?&10UTU ,1)
1чО 1=1,3
D-14
2 + ТЫ i ,i) ) + t P f c A » \ * l D t l . . O T » e 2 ) e i"7l l , l)«tP6Ak* 18(1,1 )+tKBAH*i>
3 * < T 9 t I , l ) + I 1 0 < i , l ) ) -l, E i D L T e t T l l d . l ) +712(1,1))
J £Xi .SJU. i )=3.0»b»Ti5 l l ,X>-TXbU,X)-DfcLl>OJ*ni3t I«H + n<.ll.lM
l-(uEi.D[jT»»^ ) » T j ( » ,1) + E n B A R * T o ( 1 ,1)+EHB AR°G*T iO I I ,1)
112(1,1)
С L A L C c U T t 1,1 PtT filiT = ElSl AT S T A T E M E N T
>. U3 3X1 1X1
uP 1ч*»1 J»l ,3
* c l l S T ( J , l )
I- V 1
1,0 1ч5 1 = 1 , 4
Afi 1 ( 1 , J ) = U A ( i , J)
цП 1;>Q 1=1,3
i5u t S T A i s t l ,i)
tsiAHU.u-EiSm.i)
L A L L I , , V t R T ( A A l ,ч)
L
_V. Lf l .CL.IATf_ ffl I П^Т F^TuR = TuR^J Lit AT ^ T A T f H r M T 151
(. ^.X', чХА чХ1
JO 1Ы J = 1,A
i5l i D k O U E I I,1) = ЮкОСЕI I,1)+«*!I 1 , J ) » E b T A R I J , 1 )
_L
»A( 1 ,3)»bMtG(l )
11 ,i)_*DMEU 11
(«;,;)«OrtEb(«;)
J ) + A ( 2 , 3 ) * u M t G ( l >
200 J=l,«
EMD
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L »»eea«c«e«e«»«aue,»»»e«oe$L.BRClTlNt IN HU !
iUdRLUTUE H P u T ( D E P f c N C )
, T n C F I , P / ! D l A N , F f U , u E G R f c E , S A R , C A R
i > E P E N O ( 9 ) , i X L » C « 3 ) t P B I 3 . J )
Ы i, j) ,Sfl( i ,3 ) , CKC 13 l . C K E C O )
51NlAl.F«E)
CALFAE=COSIALFAE)
C 8 t T f t E = C - - S ( E t T A E )
iGAf A E ^ S I N I G A M A E I
( . C A H A E = C C S ( C A H A E )
A N G l = C B E T A t » U A M A E
= C A L f A E » S B E T A E
= C A L F A E * i G A M A E .
= C A L F A t * C G A H A E
Ь (2 W
_M3,<
M1.3
5 ( 3 , 3 ) = C A L F A f c » i B E T A E
= - A N G < t - » S A L F A E « * N G 2
LPiI=CU5(PSJM
i P S l = S l N ( P S I ) "
8 В _ ( Э , 1 > = С Р Ы
ВВ"«Э,2) = 5Р51
C B ( 3 , 3 > = C . Q
dBU.l > = - B B ( 3 t ^ _
B B l l , 2 ) = B B ( 3 , l > "
b B ( l , 3 » = Q . O
с
с
с
ь В С 2 , 2 » = С .
Ь В 1 2 , Э ) = 1 .
""ULCLLATE
. -DC 31 1 = Ь.
0
С
~вТт~
3 X 3
з
ООТ ST
злз
S= 5А AT S T A T E M E N T 31
3 X 3
UO 31 J=l,3
5 A ( I , J ) = C . O
DO 31 K = l t 3
31 S A « l , J ) = S A M , J » « b B ( K , l ) * 5 ( j , K r
С
Al = ( l.rEPS.«_«i)
A 2 = ( 1 . + E P S * C P S 1 )
A 3 = S w R T l A l >
D-16
1
HRt=*ADKS»SPSl
LHC(1)=0.0
LC.(.{j)=0.0
uo so = 1,3
1=0.0
ИГ 5C J=l,3
50 iXuMCI
CO 70
7U u H E G I I
J,j)«OHCU»
= LMBC ( I) + iXLt*C( 1) «DEGREE
UO 8t
DC 60
L=L + 1
80 tl , J)
uC 9C
90
kETUKN
tNU
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1NER TO» в»»»»*»»*»»»
C*«oeeoo«*'«i»eeeee*elbE«lTlA D t A C I C IOTA
L
P(3,3),H(l,3) tEYEO(3,3) tRU,3),S(l,3),
CALCULATE. ЕГ_ .l!OT P = h AT STATEMENT 5
1X3 3X2
00 5 I = b3
h(l,l)=0.0
DC 5 J=lt3
£HHI=l./EHh
uG 1C 1=1.J
10 CONTINUE
DD 20 -J = 1.3
n(l,J)=P(1,J)-H(l,j)
T(l!j)=P{3!j)-H(l,'j)
20 CONTINUE
CALCcUTfc iRT CCT Ю«ЕМЫ) =«1
<ST OuT i)°EM1.2) =S
ITT DCT T)*EPUi3) =T1
3X1 ' 1X3
CO 3L 1=1.3
DO 3C J=l,3
K l ( I , J ) = f i l l , I ) » R ( 1 , J ) » V I J )
511 I , J ) = S( 1 , I ) « 5 ( 1 , . ) * V ( 2 )
T K I . J t c T i l , 1 ) 0 7 ( 1 , j ) « V ( 3 )
AM-
AND
BELCk TC STATEHENT 3C
t Y E O d
t Y E O I I , J ) = - E 1 E u ( l , J )
3u COlUifJuE
«.= ( R ( l , l ) * « 2 - » R ( l , 2 ) » « 2 - » R ( b 3 » * « > 2 J * W ( l ) *
11S11,1»»*2 + S«1,2)*»2«S(1,3»»*2)»«(«:) »
2 IT (Ы J»*2 + T ( l , 2 ) * * 2 « T ( l , 3 ) » » 2 ) » V ( j )
JO <>C J = l,3
t V E C U t J )
40 CONTINUE
»ET
tNU
,J) +
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C . » e o e « o e e o o » e e e e e e o C u P F U T E i E L E M E N T S C F I N E R T I A
SUbRLUTUE I N E K T < E M e A R , E L A , E L B , E Y E >
c l A < b 3 > , E L B ( l , 3 ) , E Y t b . 3 ) , U m
С CALCULATE tELA TKANSfOiE OUT ELBJ*£KbAK = £Y£ AT К
uD 10 1=1, J
uO lu j=i,j
-lo tYfc(i,JJ=-EPtAil*(ELfl(l,II*ELe(l,jn
С
t CALCLLATt fcLA JC1 tLo TRANSPOSE = U AT 1 5
С
1(1 >*0.0
L.C IS J = l,3
16 U( l ) = U t l ) + f c L A ( 1, j )«EtBl 1 ,J)
uO 2C d=l,J
2u tYtl>.,j)=EYEU,J)+u(l)
kETUHN
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(.•»»««* V E C T O R P R C t O t T A * B « A = Z A ANb Z ARE rfECTLRS.o IS A C Y A C I C
x IS V t C T C i J P R L O c C l , * IS JCI P R u D u C T
iUbRt.UTIhE V t C U ( A , P , Z )
01НЕЛ51С!\ AO),e(3,3) , i ( ; , l ) , AAX ( 3 , 3 ) , i/UK ( J , 1)
uC 1C i=l,3
10 A A x t 1,1 1 = 0 . С
A A X I li<!)=-rt 1 Э )
A A X ( l f j ) = A t 2 )
(г,1 ) = А 1 3 )
(<!,3)=-А (1)
3,1)=-AU)
( 3 , ^ ) = A ( 1 )
6 DbT A
J>i 3Xi 3
AAX CuT DoK = Z
tC !«. 1 = 1, j
uUMI i ,1 1=0.0
L.G !<• J = it3
= DIM AND
B f c L b W
* A ( J )
AT STATcmiS 1ч ANC. 15
L/0 lb 1=1,3
ill ЛНО.О
QC lb J=l,3
R E T U R N
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o E C T u R PKOUUCT A X B X C X C = Z A . t t . C . O A N D 1 A R E V E C T O R S
C»*e*«e x IS V t C I C K H R C D b C liUeRCUIINF V t C T 2 ( A , B , C , C , Z )
L l M E K S i D N A M , j ) » B l 3 ) , C . ( . ) , D t b 3 ) , A X ( 3 , 3 ) , b X I 3 , 3 ) f l . X l 3 , 3 ) ,
1 D U M H 3 , l ) , O U P 2 l 3 , l ) , i < itl)
С
uO 1C 1 = 1 , 3
A X t 1 , 1 1=0.0
b X l l , 1 ) = C . U
10 ' L X l l , I ) = C . O
AXl l,2) = - A « b 3 J
AX( 1 , 3 ) = A ( 1 , <:)
A X ( 2 , 1 H A ( 1 , 3 )
A X 1 2 , 3 > = - A ( 1 , 1 >
А Х 1 3 , 1 » « - А Ц , 2 )
в Х ( 1 | 2 I=-B13
o X ( 2 ' , 3 ) = l - 8 ( J )
Ь Х ( 3 , , П = - Р 1 2,1
о Х 1 3 , 2 ) = В ( 1 )
v . X l l , 2 ) = - C 1 3 )
L X ( l , 3 ) = C ( < i )
C X l 2 , l ) = C ( j )
t X ( 2 , 3 » = - C ( l I
t
с
^. C A u C t L A T E CX DuT ОТ = DUM1 ArtD
(. BA OuT ObM= COH^ ArtO
V. AX DLT D L K « = Z B t L C J W
v. гХл 3X1 3X1
yO 2C 1=1» л
t,UKl I I, 1 ) = O.C
1,0 2C J = i,j
20 uUMl l!tl) = uLfl
иП 3o 1 = 1 , 3
JUH211 , 1 ) = O.C
Lt? ?C J = 1,J
Эо i/L'h2(I ,l
uC Av » г
4 . ( l , l ) * 0
00 4k, J =
A u i C l , i > = Z
K E T U K N
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сс
L.
L
С
VECT3
VECTOR PRCCUCT *XE*C=Z А,С AND I ARE VECTCRb.B IS A DYADIC
x IS VtCTCh PRODUCT, » Ii UPT PRODUCT
iUBRcUTlNE VfcCT3(A,B,C,ZI
ЬО 10 1=1,3
10 АХЦ,1)=С.О
АХИ ,21=-А11,3)
AXl2,'l )=й(1 ,.')
АХ(2,3)=-А(Ы)
АХ13,1)=-А(1,2)
АХ(3,2)=А(1,1)
CALCLLATE b DLT СС
АХ ССТ CLH
3Xi , 3X1
иС 20 1*1,3
оим(а,1>=о.о
tO 2c J=1,J
uUH (11,1 > =DUP i( 1,1 ) + Ы 1, j ) « С «1, J )
ЬО ЗС 1=1,л
/(1,11=0.0
ЭС J=l,3
30
= UUM ANU (CC=C TRANSPOSE)
- i BELuk
3X1
KETUHN'
fcNU
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INVERT»»»»
( . e * * e e » « * s * e e * s « s e c M A T K l A I N V F S S l f K oY GAUiS- J C R l / Л Л cl lM 1 КЙТ 1 CN»»»»»»
iUBPLl'J |i\E i N V t R T I A i M
b I H E l \ S l C l v hUiN) iBISO tC (50) t l l lSO)
jUH=i.O
ьР 5 1 = 1 ,N
1 • 1 )
*.0»« ( - A L C u l U ( S U M ) / N )
i.
1,0 fc I = 1,N
LP 6 J = l ,N
b «( 1 , j) = AlI t
Uf 1L J=1,N
1J LZ( J) =j
о С 2 и I = i t H
LM-1
L P = I « 1
IFIN-LH) U.ilill
!l ОГ lj J = L P , N
v=A I 1, J )
IF( A L S l W i - A f i l K ) ) 13,13,i2
К lv = J
\i
Is iF ( V . L T .l.k-в) GL 10 2oC
1M = 1 . C / Y
LC 1э J = 1| Л
(.( J ) = A l J , K )
«( j , M = A tJ, I )
M J, !)=-(. ( J ) » > 1
M » , J) =AU , J ) * Y 1
lb c( J ) = A l I ,JI
LZ( I ) = L Z ( K )
LZ IK ) = J
иГ !•, K = 1,N
iFH-K) 16, IS, 16
lo ьС ] о J = l r n
iFl l-J) 17,lc, i7
17 м(л , J ) = A IK , J )-b (
lo
uP 2(.0 1 = 1 ^
i F ( l - L / ( l ) ) iOO,<:00,10u
iOu K = l + i
ьО 5i,0 J=K^
»F l 1-L i( j) ) t(b,oOu ( Ь С О
cOO ^=^.Z I! >
LZl 1 ) = LZ (J)
L Z t J ) = M
с ( t , L I = * iJ , L )
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iOO
M A K f c I T A S Y M M E T R I C M A T H I X
ЬО 2bO I =1 ,K
i/C 2ЬО J = I,N
A V O = ( A ( I , J t + A ( J t l ) ) * . 5 * R * V ( ,
M(J ,
t O N T
K E T U i t N
t N O
D-24
iUBRLUTUE E L L t R l Y , A , B , 5 )
LlHfNSlOl» Y d ) , « ( 3 , 3 ) , o t ; , 3 ) ,S(3,3l
ы 3 , i )
6 ( 3 , 3 1 = 0 . 0
0 ( 1 , 1 ) = - c ( 3
b ( l , 2 ) = B l 3 ,
B ( 1 , 3 J = C . O
P 1 2 , U = C . O
,2 = V 1 8 1
,1 = Y 1 9 )
, £ = Y ( 1 0 )
11)
A (
ULCUATt AT DCT Ы = S AT 180
J X 2 3 X 3 3 > 3
u O I d O 1 = 1 , 3
iJC IcO J = l,3
id , J ) = 0 . 0
L C 1 « 0 K = l , 3
180 l)+ *(K,
'KEIUKN
tNO
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V E C T R K A . t . C )
Ml),6(1),0(1)
C A L C U L A T E S THiE S E C T O R T R I P L E C R O S S - P R C D U C T - I A X B ) X B A M U
PUI5 TnE R E S U L T IN D HHEhE ( A X B ) X B = ( - B D C T B ) A + ( B O C T A ) B , ThE
R E S U L T , D, IS f iCBHALUtC-- THUS D IS CRThONCkHAL
Ь Э 2 - Ы З ) » В ( 3 )
А З В Э - А ( Э ) » Б ( 3 )
0(1
L(^
L,(J
UMI=1.0/(SuRl(U( l )eDl l )+C(2)»D(2)+U(3)*D(3)
= 0(1 ) * O P J
UETUKN
fcND
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Program Output
For each set of input data the run number and all of the initial
primary satellite parameters are first printed out. The variable parameters
are then computed and subsequently printed out at 2-minute time intervals
throughout the 440 minutes of simulated satellite orbital motion. The com-
puted printout includes:
TIME, min Time in orbit after specification
B of initial values.
R, km Magnitude of the radius vector
from the earth1 s center to the
satellite1 s center of mass.
RX, km Rcos ф
RY, km Rsimjj
ROLL, deg Roll angle.
PITCH, deg Pitch angle.
YAW, deg Yaw angle.
ECLIPSED, Occultation parameter,
dimensionless ECLIPSED = 2; satellite is in
sunlight.
ECLIPSED = 1; satellite is in
earth1 s shadow.
A typical printout follows. Only a small portion of the computed
time history is shown since the remaining output has the same format.
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RON 1<»9
М1.51ЭЕ BOJ" 440 М'ч.иАЧРЕ* BOOM TIP MAS5
мг.кды BOOH TIP M A S S
M 3 . P A Y L O A D M A S S
L l t S l D E BOuH AND L V . J A M P E * BOON LENGTH
L 2 . M A J N BOQH LENGT-1
L 3 , D I S T A N C E F*34 э ^ ^ и З Л С С . & . T O HINGE
01,SIDE BOuM AND 0 « г , О А Ч Р Е Я ВОО.Ч D I A M E T E R
02,KAbn BOJM Э 1 А М Е Т Ё Ч
H I , S I D E , A N D H!»,DA4PE4, ЕОЭ1 T H I C K N E S S
H^.MAIN B3US T H I C K N E S S
1(1 .1) t P A Y L O A D ROLL 1NERTU
1 ( ^ , 2 ) i P A Y L O A O P I T C H I N E R T I A
1(J.J) . P A Y L O A O Y A H INEftTH
p ^ ^ l f Y A ( < R O T A T I O N O F S I D E B O O M
P H 1 2 , Y A W R O T A T I O N O F -UNi= A X I S
TritTAl.ROLL R O T A T I O N OF НА1Ч BUOM
T H E T A 2 , P I T C H R O T A T I O N O F 4 A I N ВООЧ
D E L T A Z E R O , N U L L P O S I T I O N OF DAMPER BOOH
K D , D A M P E R SPRING C O N S T A N T
C D , D A M P E R D A M P I N G C O N S T A N T
0.1175*.
0.1592
8.7993
35.00
60. DO
1.375
0.25
0.5C
1.<»OE-03
2.DOE-03
w.oo
'..ОС
<».00
-30.30
120.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
85.00E-05
0.395
SLUGS
SLUGS
SLUGS
FEET
FEET
FEET
INCHES
INCHES
INCHES
INCHES
SLUG-FT2
SLUG-FT2
SLUG-FT2
DEG
DEG
DEG
DEG
DEG
FT-LB/RAO
FT-LB-SEC/RAD
E C C E N T R I C I T Y
SErt l-MAJOR A X I S
Е А Ч Т Н R A D I U S
INITIAL TRUE
G R A V I T A T I O N A L C O N S T A N T
O M E G A , M E A N O R B I T A L R A T E
SUN ANGLE
0.0
=7302.43E 00 KM
= Ь Э 7 д . 1 6 Е 00 Krt
0.0 DEG
= 3986.13E 02 M 3 / S E C 2
=1011.75E-06 R A D / S E C
= 30.00 DEG
A B S O R P T I V I T Y
LINEAR THERMAL C O E F F I C I E N T 3F E X P A N S I O N
THERMAL C O N D U C T I V I T Y
HEAT R A D I A T I O N OF THE S O U R C E
THERMAL LAG THE
* 0.70
=1040.00E-08 IN/IN-F
=«.167.00E-03 BTU/H4-1S-F
=ЗЭЬ5.30Е-03 BTU/HR-IN2
0.0 M1N
INITIAL ROLL A4GLE
INITIAL PITCH ANGLE
INITIAL YAM ANGLE
= -10.3D0330 DEG
= -30.000000 DEG
= 30.000300 DEG
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T I M E OLt P I T C H Y A W E C L I P S E D
0.0
2.00
<>.oo
b.OO
8.00
13.00
12.00
14.00
16.00
18.00
20.00
22.00
24.00
26.00
28.00
30.00
32.00
34.00
36.00
36.00
40.00
42.00
44.00
46.00
48.00
SO. 00
52.00
54.00
56.00
50.00
60.00
62.00
64.00
66.00
66.00
73.00
72.00
74.00
76.00
76.00
80.00
82.00
84.00
86.00
88.00
7302.44
7302.43
7302.43
7302.44
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7402. 44
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7302.43
7402.43
7246.67
7088.20
6823.38
6458.09
5997.73
5449.07
4820.18
4120.34
3359.83
2549.86
1702.35
829.78
-55.01
-938.93
-1809.14
-2652.65
-3457.11
-4210.67
-4902.24
-5521.64
-6059.75
-6508.66
-6861.74
-7113. dl
-7261.16
-7301. 6Э
-7234.56
-7061.01
-6783.51
-6406.15
-5934.48
-5375.45
-4737.27
-4029.36
-3262.13
-2446.88
-1595.61
-720.64
164.53
1047.49
1915.02
2754.37
3553.16
4299.65
О.Э
884.41
1755.80
2601.35
3408.59
4165. Ь5
4861.39
5485.55
6328. 95
6483.59
6342.78
7101.23
7255.13
7302.22
7241.80
7074.78
6803.59
6432.25
5966.21
5412.35
4778.79
4374.90
3311.32
2498.39
1648.98
775.29
-109.83
-993.28
-1362.14
-2703.59
-3505.23
-4255.28
-4942.68
-5557.32
-6090.13
-6533.29
-6880.28
-7125.97
-7266.76
-7300.57
-7226.91
-7346.85
-6763.35
-6379.70
-5902.41
-10.00E ПО
-98.80E-01
-95.00Е-Э1
-88.43E-01
-79.Э9Е-Э1
-67.23E-01
-53.35E-01
-38.16E-01
-22.55E-01
-75.31E-02
59.51E-02
17.06E-01
25.18E-01
29.96E-01
31.27E-01
29.24E-01
24.11E-01
16.27E-01
61.32Е-Э?
-58.47E-02
-19.21E-01
-33.49E-01
-48.23E-01
-62.95E-01
-77.18E-01
-86.63E-01
-94.80E-01
-95.B2E-01
-94.45E-01
-91.62E-01
-85.86E-01
-81.04E-01
-73.77E-01
-66.34E-01
-57.98E-31
-49.71Е-Э1
-41.47E-01
-33.86E-01
-27.10Е-Э1
-21.59E-01
-17.59E-01
-15.35E-01
-14.99E-01
-16.61Е-Э1
-20.14Е-Э1
-30. ЗОЕ 30
-29.64E 00
-28.59E 00
-26.88E 00
-24.58E 30
-21.75E 00
-18.49E 00
-14.88E 00
-11.04E 00
-70.72E-01
-31.ЭОЕ-01
76.11Е-Э2
44.01E-01
77.22E-01
10.64E 00
13.39E 00
15.04E 00
16.47E 00
17.38E 30
17.79E 00
17.73E 30
17.25E 30
16.40E 00
15.24E 00
13.84E 30
12.25E 00
10.58E 30
87.30E-01
69.Э6Е-01
51.16E-01
33.42Е-Э1
18.28E-01
37.26E-02
-82.93E-02
-18.70Е-Э1
-26.55E-01
-32.32Е-Э1
-35.63E-01
-36.74E-01
-35.60E-01
-32.43E-01
-27.39Е-Э1
-20.76E-01
-12.64Е-Э1
-39.64E-02
ЗО.ООЕ 00
29.82E 00
29. ЗОЕ 30
28.51Е 00
27.49Е 30
26.35Е 00
25.17Е 00
24.03Е 00
22.99Е 00
22.39t 00
21.34Е 00
20.68Е 30
20.06Е 00
19.39Е 00
18.58Е 00
17.53Е 00
16.19Е 00
14.51Е 00
12.46Е 00
10.05Е 00
73.11Е-31
42.66Е-01
96.13Е-02
-25.57Е-Э1
-62.48Е-01
-99.15Е-01
-13.69Е 00
-17.29Е 30
-20.95Е 00
-24.54Е 00
-28.06Е 00
-31.57Е 00
-34.89Е 00
-38.10Е 00
-41.10Е 30
-43.92Е 30
-46.51Е 00
-48.89Е ОС
-51.J3E JO
-52.96Е 30
-54.66Е 00
-56.17Е 00
-57.48Е 00
-58.63Е 30
-59.62Е 00
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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APPENDIX E
EXAMINATION OF THE ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR
OF THREE G R A V I T Y GRADIENT SATELLITES
By .
ь. ' . , •
^ " " Robert L. Goldman
Research Institute for Advance Studies
Martin Marietta" Corporation
(Because this study is required for the clear understanding of the basic
publication, it as reproduced in its entirety,from publication TR-71-07c,
RIAS, 'Martin Marietta Corporation, March 1 9 7 1 . )
' •_ , - SUMMARY"
t ,
The anomalous oscillatory behavior of three satellites orbited by the
Naval Research Laboratory has been examined. The satellites, a part of
the 160 senes^of experiments, were all hinged two-body gravity gradient
conf igurat ions passively stabilized about their three principal axes by
gravity gradientiand damper torques. Two basic behavior patterns were
observed. 'Either the satellites were stable with attitude perturbations
less than ±5° or their behavior tended towards a low frequency rigid body
oscillation dominated by large yaw motions and in some cases by yaw
invers ions . A causal relationship between sun angle and the character
of satellite behavior was observed that appears to indicate that thermal
distortion is a critical factor in a gravity gradient satellite's dynamic
behavior. The behavior appeared to be further modified by the existence
of response f requencies that were higher than anticipated values.
INTRODUCTION
Three-axis , passive, grav i ty gradient stabilization of spacecraft through
the use of extendable booms has been demonstrated as a practical means
for providing an earth-pointing equil ibrium orientation (re f . 1). The suc-
cess of these gravity gradient systems, however, has, for certain "satellite
conf igurat ions, been inexplicably associated with a low frequency anomalous
oscillatory behavior. This unpredictable behavior has usually appeared
as ci sus ta ined large-amplitude, rigid-body oscillation modified, in some
cases, by one or more attitude inversions. A typical example of this type
of behavior is i l lustrated in f i g u r e 1. Such a performance was clearly
seen in the f l i g h t data collected during an initial series of g rav i ty gradient
experiments conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) (ref . 2)
and more recently in the data collected from the latest series of grav i ty
g i a d i e n t satell ites orbited by NRL.
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This new NRL flight test data is used in the present'report as a basis for
a further examination of a passive gravity gradient satellite's low frequency
behavior. The investigation has been directed towards the collection, dis-
play, identification, interpretation and evaluation of data from three of
these satellites, and is oriented to the objective of attempting to ascertain
the essential ingredients of the behavior mechanism.
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Figure 1 Typical Yaw Inversion, Satellite 163
The anomalous low-frequency behavior of a passive gravity gradient satellite
can be viewed in its most general sense as an unstable interaction phenomenon
involving coupling between internal dynamic properties of the satellite and
external environmental energy sources. Depending upon the satellite's
orbital distance and eccentricity, environmental energy sources (such as
th'ose due to aerodynamics, solar radiation and magnetic fields) may intro-
duce destabilizing torques that are large when compared to the satellite's
stabilizing gravity gradient torques (ref. 3). An adequate understanding
of, the dynamics of the anomalous behavior-is required before any logical
attempt can be made to eliminate the problem. The task that crises' in the
present study, therefore, is one that tries to find out which of the many
internal and external system characteristics clearly dominates the unstable
interaction phenomenon. Since the flexibility of a gravity gradient
satellite's booms and the influence of solar pressure and tjhermal bending
are generally suspected as being principal .offenders in boom instabilities
(refs. 4 to 9), they have been given principal consideration.
SPACECRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
The gravity gradient satellites in the NRL 160 series were launched
together in the latter part of 1969 and successfully placed in a nearly
circular 500 nautical mile orbit at an inclination of approximately 70°
to the earth's equator. Their orbital parameters are summarized in
Table 1. The satellites essentially moved along the same orbital path
with a spacing of roughly 100 nautical miles between them. The orbital
period and precession rate were such that the satellites came close
(within 5°) to passing over the same point on the Earth's surface every
14 orbits.
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Figure 2 Satellite Geometry, Payloads 161 and 163 Figure 3 Satellite Geometry, Payload 164
Because of their susceptibility to rigid-body anomalous oscillations and
their geometric similarity three of these satellites, payloads 161, 163
and 164, shown in figures 2 and 3, have been singled out for examination.
These particular satellites were hinged two-body configurations (ref. 10)}
passively stabilized about their three principal axes by g'ravity gradient
and damper torques. The satellites were asymmetric with respect to both
their geometrical shape and mass properties, but each had a plane of ,
geometrical symmetry with respect to their principal axes. They each used
three long extendable booms with a passive hinge damper attached to one
or more of the booms. Tip weights were located at the deployed ends of
the booms. The long booms and tip weights were needed in order to obtain
a large enough moment of inertia for gravity torques to be effective,
while the damper mechanism was designed to dissipate energy in order to
inhibit tumbling and limit librational motions. Although active devices,
such as momentum wheels and thrusters, were available on these payloads,
their use was not required for stability. The important physical char-
acteristics of the three satellite configurations are summarized in
Table 2. The inertial properties listed in Table 2 are consistent with
the definitions used in the formulation of the general equations of motion
for a hinged two-body satellite given in reference 10.
Satellites 161 and 163
Gravity gradient satellites 161 and 163, illustrated in figure 2, have
basically the same geometry. They differ mainly in their boom construc-
tion, a dissimilarity that makes examination of their motion attractive,
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Table 1-Orbital Parameters
Parameter
Eccentricity
Inclination
Period
Pengee altitude
Apogee altitude
Orbital precession (eastward)
Valve •
0.00203
70.014°
103.46 mm/orbit
490 5 naut miles
506.5 naut miles
2.121 deg/day
Table 2-Satelbte Physical Properties
Property
Payload weight
Main boom tip weight
Lateral tip weight (each)
Main" boom weight ,
Lateral boom weight (each)
Mam boom length
Lateral boom length
Reduced inertias about hinge
Main body pitch
Main body roll
Main body yaw
Secondary body pitch
Secondary body roll
Secondary body yaw
Total inertia about hinge
Pitch
Roll
Yaw " '
Two-axis hinge
Pitch spring
Roll spring
Pitch damper
Roll damper
Single-axis hinge
Spring
Damper
Damper stops
Units
Ib
Ib
Ib
gm/ft
gm/ft
ft '
ft
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
slug-ft2
ft-lb/rad
ft-lb/rad
ft-lb-sec/rad
ft-lb-sec/rad
ft-lb/rad
ft-lb-sec/rad
1
Satellite ." ,
161
235
5.28
376
6.866
2.709
60
37
641
641 "
3
240
87
327
. 881
728
330
O l 8 2 x ID"2
0382-x 10-3
0.162
0.029
+27.5°
163
247
5.28
376
4.584
4584
60
37
631
631
3
243
85
328
874 ,
716
331
0.194x 10"2
0.403 x lO"3
0155
0.0268
+27.5°
164
283
5.12
3.78
6866
2.709
60 -
35
623
623'
4
220
73
293
843 , ,
696'
297-
,
•
0.714 x IF3
0.395
j-29.50
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since observed variations in their librational behavior may possibly be
due to differences in their boom properties. The three-axis, two-body
gravity gradient stabilization system used on 161 and 163 (ref. 11)
consisted of three extendable booms arranged in a symmetric pattern about
the plane of the roll-yaw axes. The primary body was composed of the
payload and the main boom; the secondary body consisted of the two lateral
damper booms fixed in a V shape relative to each other. The lateral
booms were nominally located in the horizontal pitch-roll plane. The
secondary body was connected to the primary body through a two-axis
(pitch and roll axes) hinge mechanism employing an eddy current damper and
a torsion wire spring suspension system. Because of the inherent gyro-
scopic roll-yaw coupling in the libration of a gravity gradient satellite,
restriction of the rotational hinge motion of the secondary body to two
axes is theoretically sufficient to achieve three-axis damping of the
entire satellite.
Self-extending SPAR BI-STEM booms manufactured by SPAR Aerospace Products,
Ltd., of Canada were used on 161 (main boom 1/2" dia., lateral booms 1/4"
diam.). Self-extending booms manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric
Corp. of Baltimore, Md. were used on 163 (main and lateral booms 1/2"
diam.). Both types of booms were interlocked, a feature which tended to
give these booms a higher torsional stiffness than the open cross section
booms used on earlier satellites. Perforations were provided on the
Westinghouse booms in an attempt to better distribute the solar radiation
energy picked up by the boom and thus reduce the magnitude of thermally
induced boom distortions. The SPAR booms were not perforated.
Satellite 164
The basic geometry of satellite 164 is illustrated in figure 3. The three-
axis, two-body gravity gradient stabilization system used on 164 (refs. 12
and 13) consisted of three extendable booms arranged in a symmetric pattern
about the plane of the pitch-yaw axes. The booms were the interlocked,
nonperforated SPAR BI-STEM type used on payload 161. The primary body was
made up of the payload, main boom and front lateral boom (fixed to the
payload); the secondary body consisted solely of the lateral damper boom.
The lateral booms were nominally located in the horizontal pitch-roll
plane. The secondary body (damper boom) was connected to the primary body
through a single-axis hinge mechanism that constrained boom motion to a
vertical plane. The hinge provided hysteresis damping torques and torsion
wire spring restoring torques.
The design of this single axis damper configuration was based on the
inertial coupling concept suggested by Tinling and Merrick (ref. 14). By
skewing the horizontal principal axis of the secondary body (damper boom)
out of the orbital plane,all motions become strongly coupled. Under
these conditions, three-axis damping of the entire satellite is achieved
by the single degree of freedom motion of the damper boom about its hinge.
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FLIGHT DATA ' " ->-
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The three satellites were equipped with attitude instrumentation for
determining the Euler angle relationships in pitch, roll and yaw between
the satellite's local vertical coordinate system and its body fixed axes.
The angles in this case are defined in the usual sense so that in its' •
preferred equilibrium orientation the satellite's body "fixed axes are-
assumed to coincide exactly with its local vertical coordinate system1
(pitch axis with the orbital angular momentum vector, roll axis withl the
orbital velocity vector and yaw axis with the 'local vertical^vector).
'i У i -
Attitude Reference System
The method of solving for these attitude angles, described in reference 2,
depended upon an accurate determination in both local vertical and body
fixed coordinates of the direction vectors to the sun and the Earth's
 t
magnetic field. A digital computer program, based on tracking data, was
used to calculate these vectors in a local vertical coordinate system*; -
satellite sensor data was used to determine these same vectors in a body-,
fixed coordinate system. A digital computer orthogonal matrix transforma-
tion was then used to determine the desired Euler angle relationship between
the two coordinate systems as defined by the two sets of identical vectors.
The sun data was obtained from a set of three Adcole solar sensors (Adcole
Digital Solar Aspect System) manufactured by the Adcole Corp. of Waltham,
Mass. These sensors had a pyramidal field of view of about 128° and were
judiciously arranged on the top of the pay load so that there was near.ly
complete coverage of the celestial sphere. However, certain fields of
view (e.g., directly over the payload) were not covered, while others were
covered by two sensors. The sensors measured the angles of the incident
sunlight with respect to the body-fixed coordinate system of the space-
craft. These angles, in the form of digital outputs, were sampled and
stored in the satellite's memory system.
The magnetic field data was obtained from a triaxial flux-gate magnetom-
eter (Triaxial Magnetic Aspect 'Sensor) manufactured by the Schonstedt
Instrument Co.,of Reston, Va. The unit consisted of three sensors orthog-
onally aligned with the spacecraft's body-fixed axes. Each sensor pro-
duced an analog output voltage which was dependent upon the magnitude of
the ambient magnetic field and the angle between the field vector and the
sensor's axis. Sampled values of the three output signals, stored in the
satellite's memory system, were later used to digitally compute the
direction of the Earth's magnetic field vector in a body-fixed-coordinate
system. The digital program used in this computation included provisions
for correcting the flight measurements for that portion of the ambient
* These calculations were based on an empirical formulation of the com-
ponents of the Earth's magnetic field obtained by Jensen and Cain (see
ref. 15) and the known Earth-Sun ecliotic relationship.
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magnetic field emanating from the spacecraft. This correction was based on
laboratory pre-flight measurements of the spacecraft's magnetic properties.
The accuracy o& the attitude reference system depended not only upon the sensor
resolution and alignment but also upon the accuracy of the tracking data, the
computer,^ formulation of the Earth's magnetic field and the magnetic field
compensation. An independent check on the accuracy was obtained by comparing
the scalar angleibetween the sun vector and the magnetic field vector in both
the local vertical and body-fixed coordinate system. If the error difference
between these two separate computations was less than 5° the results were
considered to be acceptable.
i
Data Collection
The flight attitude data provided by NRL covered the first six months of
satellite operation. It consisted of printed time histories of each satellite's
pitch.-, roll and3jyaw attitudes as determined by the day-to-day interrogation of
their memory storage systems. The memory systems stored about one day's worth
of satellite sensor data sampled at a range of about one sample every 154
seconds*/" These attitude plots were carefully compiled, edited and assembled
in chronological order. After an initial review it became apparent that
certain o'£ these plots tended to capture the essential characteristics of each
satellite's behavior. These individual plots were therefore singled out for
further examination and have been reproduced in their entirety in Appendix A.
They have been individually enhanced by tracing through the computed data
points so as to'bring out the distinctive features of each satellite's motions.
For reference purposes the time for each south-north equatorial crossing,
starting with Orbit 1 at launch, is also indicated.
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Figure 4 Solar Aspects Data for NRL 160 Series Satellites
* Real time interrogation was also available.for the short period of time
the satellites were in view of a ground station; during this time, data
could be directly sampled at rates as high as one sample per second.
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Solar aspect data for these satellites is shown in figure 4. The percent
sun in figure 4 is indicative of the period in each orbit in which the
satellite is not shaded by the Earth's shadow (eclipsed). The sun angle,
a, in figure 4 is the angle between the sun vector and the normal to the
satellite's orbital plane. When o/=0°, for example, the sun vector is
perpendicular to one side of the orbit plane, when #=180° it is perpendicu-
lar to the other side, and when a=90° it is in the orbit plane. Because
of symmetry, sun angles do not exceed 180°. Since sun angle, a, appeared
to be such a significant parameter, it has been identified in the -attitude
plots in this report by marking the point in time at which a designated
sun angle was reached.
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
An overall examination of the collected flight data for payloads 161, 163
and 164 leads to the general observation that there are two basic behavior
patterns. The satellites are either stable with attitude perturbations
less than +5° or their behavior tends toward a low-frequency rigid-body
oscillation dominated by large yaw motions. It is these two'behavior
patterns that are examined in the following discussion. The events leading
into and through these patterns are described by referring to figures 5
to 7. The figures provide information on sun angle versus orbit number
as well as the location of key events. They begin with the first orbit
on day 273 of 1969 and end on day 144 of 1970. The broad lines (solid/and
dotted) superimposed on the sun angle line indicate the characteristic
behavior patterns for those periods when actual flight data for each
satellite was available. The figures are supplemented in the discussion
by referring to copies of appropriate sections of the flight data in
Appendix A and to the ground commands summarized in Table 3.
Satellite 161
This satellite displayed a simple form of anomalous behavior. It was either
very stable or it oscillated in yaw. There were no yaw inversions. ' P,itch
and roll motions were generally small and they did not appear to play, a
significant role in the behavior mechanism.
180°,
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Table 3—Summary of Ground Commands
Payload
161,163
163
164
163
161
164
163
163
163
161,163
164
161
163
164
161
161
161
163
161
163
163
161
163
161
161
164
164
164
163
163
163
Orbit
6
7
7
8
20
21
34
40
48
90
145
159
159
325
335
394
491
494
494
504
506
506
1096
1099
1179
1180
1185
1413
1415
1418
Command
Primary modulation
Boom motor 1 on and off
Primary modulation
Lateral booms released
Lateral booms released
Lateral booms released
Thrusters 1 & 2 on and
off, heaters 1 & 2 on
Heaters 1 & 2 off
Command main boom
in and out
Command memory slow
read
Thrusters and heaters on
and off
Thrusters and heaters on
and off
Pitch momentum wheel
on and off
Voltage control on
Thruster 1 on
Thruster 1 off
Pitch momentum wheel on
Thruster 2 on
Thruster 2 on
Thruster 2 off
Thruster 2 off
Pitch off
Truster 2 on, pitch on
Pitch off
Pitch on
Thruster 2 on
Thruster 2 off, pitch off
Thruster 2 on, pitch on
Thruster 2 off
Thruster 2 on
Payload
163
161
164
161
161
161
161
164
164
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
161
161
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
163
Orbit
1420
1689
1689
1690
1703
1704
1709
1689-
2054
2054
2867
2868
2877
2884
2889
2896
2898
2903
2908
3151
3165
3165
3254
3262
3267
3268
3270
3276
3277
3282
3290
Command
Thruster 2 off, pitch off
Pitch on
PCM bad
Pitch off
Pitch on
Thruster 1 on
Thruster 1 off, pitch off
PCM inoperative
Last orbit with successful
command
Pitch on
Thruster 2 on
Thruster 2 off, pitch off, thruster 1
on, yaw on due to failure of
thruster 2
Yaw off
Yaw on
Thruster 1 off
Yaw off
Yaw on
Yaw off
Heater 2 on to reduce charge
current
Heater 1 on for load
Heater 1 on for load
Heater 1 off
Thruster 1 on,
pitch on
Thruster 1 off
Thruster 1 on and off
Pitch off
Thruster 1 on and off
Thruster 1 on
Thruster 1 off
Heater 1 on for load
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At point 1, see figure 5 and Appendix A, shortly after insertion into
orbit and in full sunlight, the satellite is oscillating as a rigid body
in response to the insertion transient. The spacecraft has settled down
into an inverted yaw position. Pitch motion is almost completely damped
out, roll is decaying rapidly, and yaw is dieing out slowly.
Yaw motions continue to fall as the satellite enters into its first period
of eclipsing orbits, reaching a minimum amplitude of less than +10° at
around point 2. After this point, however, the oscillations in yaw
unexpectedly start to grow so that by the time point 3 is reached, the yaw
oscillations are actually greater than they were at insertion. The yaw
response frequency during this time was about .73 cycle-per-orbit, varying
from .75 cycle-per-orbit at insertion to .69 cycle-per-orbit at point 3.
After the satellite enters its first period of full sunlight (orbit 720)
the amplitude of this large yaw oscillation starts to decrease and is
gradually replaced by a low amplitude, decaying one-cycle-per-orbit
oscillation in yaw, pitch and roll. At point 4 the oscillation has just
about disappeared and the satellite is extremely stable. After passing
through the 180° sun angle position (a position in which the vector from
the sun lined up with the satellite's pitch axis), the low amplitude one-
cycle-per-orbit oscillation in yaw, pitch and. roll very slowly reappears.
This full sunlight region of stability ends as the satellite enters into
its second period of eclipsing orbits, and the one cycle per orbit motion
is gradually replaced by the .73 cycle-per-orbit, large amplitude yaw
oscillation that was seen earlier.
The oscillation pattern that followed persisted for the next 1300 orbits
(i.e., until the satellite was again in full sunlight). The behavior
throughout this long period was repetitive. The yaw oscillation first
gradually rose in amplitude, then, after reaching a maximum value, it
slowly fell in amplitude; finally, after reaching a minimum value, it
started rising all over again. The location of regions of minimum values
are indicated on figure 5. A good view of this rise and fall pattern can
be seen by examining the flight data in Appendix A near the minimum value
at point 5 and the maximum value at point 6.
Coming out of this long period of eclipsing orbits, the satellite, at
orbit 2240, enters its second period of full sunlight. As before, the
yaw oscillations decrease and are gradually replaced by one-cycle-per-
orbit perturbations in all three attitude traces, point 7. The sun angle
on this pass, however, does not reach 180°, and the oscillations do not
completely disappear as they did during the first full sun pass.
As the satellite leaves full sunlight and enters into a third period of
eclipsing orbits, the oscillations again begin to grow. The low-amplitude
one-cycle-per-orbit motions are replaced by the larger amplitude .73
cycle-per-orbit yaw oscillations, and the rise and fall pattern that was
seen earlier is repeated. The whole behavior pattern, in fact, is repeated,
starting all over again at orbit 3160 as the satellite enters into its
third period of full sunlight.
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Satellite 163
The behavior of this satellite was quite complex. It appeared to be sus-
ceptible to one per orbit pitch oscillations throughout its entire flight
and large amplitude yaw oscillations and yaw inversions during periods of
eclipsing orbits. The only prolonged periods of stability were during
full sunlight.
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Figure 6 Sequence of Events, Payload 163
At point 1, see figure 6 and Appendix A, the satellite, captured in an
inverted pitch position, is still responding to the insertion transient.
Roll and yaw rigid body frequencies are damping out very slowly. Pitch, on
the other hand, is responding at a one-cycle-per-orbit frequency and is
exhibiting no tendency towards dieing out. At point 2 the 180° pitch error
is successfully corrected by moving the main boom in and out. After this
controlled inversion, the resulting transient in roll and yaw is still
damped while pitch continues its sustained one-cycle-per-orbit response.
As the satellite makes it first entrance into eclipsing orbits, the yaw
oscillations unexpectedly grow quite large. The satellite rapidly becomes
unstable in yaw and by the time point 3 is reached, the behavior is so
erratic that the satellite undergoes a yaw inversion. This undesirable yaw
performance continues through point 4. In fact, during the entire first
passage through eclipsing orbits the behavior is marked by numerous yaw
inversions and several large amplitude oscillations in pitch and roll. The
yaw frequency in this region seemed to generally be about 1/2 cycle-per-
orbit.
The erratic behavior ends soon after the satellite enters its first period
of full sunlight. By the time point 5 is reached the satellite is very
stable with no pronounced attitude perturbations. This stability was
probably maintained throughout the full sunlight period.
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Although data for the time between orbit 940 and 1450 was lacking, it seems
probable that the satellite again became unstable in yaw after entering its
second period of eclipsing orbits. By the time points 6 and 7 are reached,
the satellite's yaw behavior is again completely erratic, with several yaw
inversions occurring near point 7. Large, one-cycle-per-orbit pitch
oscillations are prevalent, while large yaw oscillations occur that appear
to be a mixture of one-cycle-per-orbit motions and 1/2 cycle-per-orbit
motions.
As the satellite continues into full sunlight the yaw instability once
again disappears. At point 8 the satellite is again stable, its angular
perturbations having been reduced to a relatively low level one-cycle-per-
orbit oscillation in all three attitude traces. In all probability this
stable characteristic continued until the next eclipsing period was entered.
Satellite 164
The behavior of this satellite was markedly different from that of 161 and
163. It was stable throughout its initial period of eclipsing orbits and
unstable in yaw during its first excursion into full sunlight. This pattern
did not persist, however, for during its second passage through eclipsing
orbits its behavior rapidly deteriorated and the spacecraft ended up in a
sustained, large amplitude yaw instability.
• Insertion Transient
• Yaw Oscillations >10°
о Yaw Inversions
— Stable
О 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
ORBIT NUMBER
Figure 7 Sequence of Events, Pay load 164
At point 1, see figure 7 and Appendix A, shortly after insertion and in
full sunlight, the satellite has settled down into a well stabilized orbit.
Its attitude in yaw is inverted* and the perturbations in pitch, roll and
yaw are small. This satisfactory performance continues through points 2
* This inversion error was corrected in orbit 159 by energizing and de-
energizing a pitch momentum wheel.
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and 3. In fact, during the entire first passage through eclipsing orbits
and; first entrance into full sunlight all attitude errors are small.
During the sequence of events from point 1 to point 3 there were only slight
changes in attitude behavior; and in general the resulting small amplitude
perturbations were confined to approximately one-cycle-per-orbit oscilla-
tions, "in pitch and 1/2 cycle-per-orbit oscillations in yaw.
As the satellite continues into the 180° sun angle position, the amplitude
of the 1/2 cycle-per-orbit oscillation in yaw unexpectedly increases. The
satellite rapidly becomes unstable and by the time point 4 is reached its
behavior is completely erratic with numerous yaw inversions and several
large amplitude oscillations in pitch and roll. Just as suddenly as the
instability appeared, however, it ceases and by orbit 900 the erratic
behavior has not only disappeared, but is followed for several days by a
period of extremely stable operation.
Entering into the second period of eclipsing orbits the performance of the
satellite begins to slowly degrade as the amplitude of the 1/2 cycle-per-
orbit yaw oscillation gradually increases. Shortly before point 5 the
satellite again breaks into an instability with several successive yaw
inversions, ending up at point 5, in an inverted yaw position. What follows
is a large amplitude, limit cycle oscillation in yaw at a frequency of
about 1/2 cycle-per-orbit that persists through orbit 1130 and probably
longer.
Data for the time between orbit 1130 and 1280 is lacking. Between orbits
1179 and 1185, however, the satellite was successfully inverted in yaw
through the use of the pitch momentum wheel, so that when the satellite data
is picked up again at orbit 1280 it is now in a limit cycle yaw oscillation
about the 0° yaw position. Within the next few days the yaw amplitudes
become excessive and the satellite's behavior is again completely erratic.
Yaw inversions now occur nearly every day, and as typified by the traces
near point 6, the instability persists to the very end*.
EVALUATION OF FLIGHT DATA
In seeking to provide an insight into those factors that most directly
influenced the anomalous behavior of the three satellites, it became
apparent that any attempt to single out one or two characteristics could
not easily be "substantiated solely on the available flight data. The com-
plexity of actually defining (at least in a mathematical sense) the inter-
action phenomenon between, a satellite's internal dynamic properties and its
external environmental energy sources precludes the simple pin-pointing of
these critical factors. For example, the effects of aerodynamic torques
cannot be readily-discerned without some additional measurements. Despite
* On orbit 1689 the PCM telemetry transmission from 164 was lost. Subsequent
attempts to correct this malfunction or to send commands to the satellite
were unsuccessful.
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these restrictions, however, the observations summarized in the previous
section indicate several relationships that warrant discussion.
Magnetic Torque
Although attitude responses due to variations in the Earth's magnetic field
can be seen in the flight data, there is no evidence that the generating
magnetic torques were large enough to contribute adversely to the anomalous
behavior. For satellite 163 the effect, although small, seemed to be most
pronounced in pitch as the satellite passed over the equator, see figure 8.
Even the magnitudes of these small attitude perturbations are believed to
be somewhat exaggerated due to computational inaccuracies resulting from
slight errors in the magnetometer compensation factors and in the empirical
description of the Earth's magnetic field.
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Figure 8 Magnetic Field Effect on Satellite 163
An interesting 14-orbit repetitive pattern can be seen in some of the flight
data (e.g., orbits 606 to 620 on satellite 163). The pattern probably can
be related to the Earth's magnetic field, since at the end of 14 orbits
the satellite nearly retraces its path over the Earth's surface.
Solar Radiation
The relationship between sun angle and satellite behavior that can be seen
in the flight data tends to indicate that the effect of either solar pres-
sure or thermal bending due to solar radiation plays a significant role in
a gravity gradient satellite's stability. Since a boom's thermal bending
and twist is related to sun angle, it can be expected that a satellite's
stability will be influenced by its thermal distortion properties.
The sudden instability of satellite 164 as it reaches the 180° sun angle
position (see point 4 on figure 7) is a case in point. The instability
appears to be related directly with the sun angle, disappearing as soon as
the sun gets a few degrees away from 180°.
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Simi-larly, in comparing data from 161 and 163, at least three regions of
sun-related characteristic responses, illustrated in figure 9,, can be
discerned.
In Region 1 the satellites are in full sunlight with the sun nearly per-
pendicular to the orbit plane. Both satellites are quite stable with no
pronounced attitude perturbations.
In Region 2 they are still in full sunlight but the sun is now inclined
about 20° to the orbit plane. Although both satellites are still stable, a
one-cycle-per-orbit perturbation appears in all three attitude traces.
In-Region 3 the satellites have gone into an eclipsing orbit with the sun
inclined about 50° to the orbit plane. Satellite 163 is now unstable in
yaw with a period of about 2.0 orbits. Pitch perturbations on 163 continue
at one-cycle-per-orbit. Satellite 161 has begun to undergo relatively large
yaw oscillations with a period of about 1.5 orbits. Pitch and roll perturba-
tions on 161 are now small.
Some perpeption into the mechanism of thermally induced instabilities of
gravity gradient satellites can be deduced from Kanning's studies reported
in reference 6. In this work the behavior of several gravity-oriented
satellite configurations under the influence of solar radiation was examined.
The effects of solar pressure torques as well as changing geometry and mass
distributions due to thermal distortion on the performance of symmetrical
and asymmetrical satellites were considered for a 1200 km orbit inclined 45°
to the sun line. Kanning concluded that thermal distortion changes can be
a critical consideration in the design of an asymmetrical satellite configu-
ration. Although only one sun angle and only a few isolated configurations
were examined, it appears that the simulated performance was significantly
degraded (none of the cases examined were unstable) by the inclusion of
thermal distortion.
An indication of the effect of sun angle on satellite stability can also
be partially inferred from the recent study by Flanagan and Modi (ref. 16).
They examined the behavior of a very simple representative satellite (no
booms) under the influence of solar pressure (thermal distortion neglected)
and found that in an elliptical orbit the sun angle significantly affected
the satellite's response. Reviewing their work, it appears that the
influence of sun angle would probably be much more pronounced for an
asymmetrical satellite than for a symmetrical satellite.
Consideration of thermal bending and twist as a contributing factor to the
anomalous behavior is complicated to a degree by the effect of "thermal
twang" (ref. 4).' The "thermal-twang" excitation is associated with
eclipsing orbits and is a repetitive disturbance that occurs every orbit.
In full sunlight the booms are bent due to thermal distortion. Upon enter-
ing into the earth's shadow the booms return rapidly to an unbent position,
introducing an impulse to which the satellite must respond.' The reverse,
of course, occurs as the booms enter into full sunlight. The shape of 'the
resulting impulse can be broken down into a Fourier series so that sustained
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satellite inputs can be anticipated at the orbital frequency and its
harmonics. Since sustained responses during the anomalous performance of
the three satellites were at frequencies that did not approach these
"thermal twang" frequencies, it can be assumed that the behavior is not
being driven solely by these impulses. The impulses on the other hand
probably contribute to an instability mechanism and may be a feature in a
feedback path that has not been accounted for.
Considerable evidence has previously been presented in references 7 to 9
that relates high frequency flexural oscillations of a sun-lighted boom
with an instability that is sometimes referred to as thermal flutter.
There were also some qualitative conjectures in references 2 and 3 that
the low frequency anomalous behavior of a gravity gradient satellite is
associated with thermal flutter. Although there is some evidence that the
final degradation of satellite 164's behavior was coincident with a higher
frequency boom oscillation, the preponderance of flight data tends to rule
out thermal flutter as a controlling factor.
Dynamic Response Frequencies
The rigid body frequencies and stability of a hinged two-body satellite
are controlled to a great extent by the size of the springs used in its
damper unit. If the springs are too stiff, relative displacement between
the two bodies is small and energy dissipation due to amplitude dependent
damping is negligible. If the springs are not stiff enough, that is below
some critical value, the satellite will oscillate about a cocked position.
The ultimate selection usually involves an optimization procedure that
ends up with springs that have stiffnesses that are slightly above the
critical value.
The linearized equations for determining the small amplitude response of
configurations such as 161 and 163, in which the hinge lies on the principal
axes, leads to the characteristic equations given in Appendix B. Roll and
yaw in such a case are decoupled from pitch. The characteristic equations
for configuration 164, in which the hinge does not lie on a principal axis,
are given in reference 12 and
 yare somewhat more complex than the equations
given in Appendix B. Roll and yaw in this case are not decoupled from
pitch.
The theoretical response frequencies change as a function of spring stiff-
ness and in the case of satellite 163 lead to the plots shown in figures 10
and 11. The plot for satellite 161 is similar. The pitch, roll and yaw
frequencies for the selected pitch and* roll springs are appropriately noted
on these figures. In observing flight data one would expect that the
frequencies during transient, and even during an anomalous performance,
would bear some relationship to these characteristic frequencies. This,"
however, was not observed. Instead, as noted on figures 10 and 11, the
flight frequencies for 161 and 163 (even at small amplitudes)* were close
* The pitch frequency observed in the flight data for 161 and 163 may be a
response to a one-per-orbit excitation rather than a transient responses.
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to the stiff spring frequencies, a condition which cannot occur without
either assuming some change in the mechanical properties of the satellite
(e.g., a locked damper spring) or by postulating an additional'but unknown
attitude-dependent torque.
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Figure 10. Pitch Frequency Variation with
. Spring Constant, Satellite 163
Figure 11. Roll-Yaw Frequency Variations with
Spring Constant, Satellite 163
The observation that the roll frequency on 161 and 163 and the yaw frequency
on 161 exceeded the theoretical rigid damper frequency is not easily explained
without assuming some further change in the satellite's structural properties.
Whether this change was due to an unanticipated variation in inertial
properties or thermal bending is subject to speculation.
Because of the inertial coupling in a configuration such as 164, it is
difficult to ascertain modal responses or to completely distinguish between
pitch, roll and yaw disturbances. A configuration of this type, because of
its inherent dependence on coupling for stability, is sensitive to both
thermal distortion and variation in damper spring properties. Whatever the
outcome of this coupling mechanism on 164, there is a change in its dynamic
character, somewhere around orbit 1020, that leads to a rapid degradation
in its behavior.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The interaction phenomena observed in the flight data appear to establish
a causal relationship between sun angle and the character of a satellite's
response. Since thermal distortion and solar pressure are the two
disturbance factors directly influenced by solar radiation, it can probably
be assumed that they are influential in the anomalous behavior. Thermal
distortion properties, bending and twist of each of the satellite's booms,
may in fact be critical; even though a boom might be perforated to minimize
thermal bending at normal sun angles, it still may deflect substantially
at acute sun angles.
The observations related to discrepancies in the rigid body frequencies
could be associated with a faulty hinge damper; however, the possibility of
unanticipated boom deflections inhibiting the operation of the hinge cannot
be ruled out. Further analytical clarification and classification of the
mechanism of solar interaction is probably required. If a correct analy-
tical model of this interaction can be obtained, then the chances ,of
designing to avoid an instability are much enhanced.
A case in point is a configuration such as 164 that relies heavily on
inertial coupling for three-axis stability. Such a configuration is
particularly sensitive to thermal distortion, and it seems as if such a
scheme should be avoided until a better understanding of thermal distortion
effects is obtained.
A theoretical examination should be directed towards discerning the influence
of thermal distortion and solar pressure on the long term or orbital
stability of a satellite as opposed to boom stability. The study should
consider a complete range of sun angles, boom thermal properties, damper
unit properties, initial conditions, orbit eccentricity and eclipse times
consistent with anticipated conditions.
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APPENDIX A
SELECTED FLIGHT DATA
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Figure A-2 (continued). Flight Data, Satellite 163
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Figure A-3. Flight Data, Satellite 164
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Figure A-3 (continued). Flight Data, Satellite 164
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APPENDIX В
CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS
It can be shown that the small-angle attitude motion of a two-axis hinged,
two-body satellite about its equilibrium position is described by the
following set of linearized equations.
kj 'n 2 = 0 (B-i)
2 'r?!=0 (B-2)
+
 "i €1 - *i C2 = 0 (B-3)
и2?2 "Ml =0 (В"4)
-Of ^ -J^^ = О (В-5)
where
C,' = C2/I2, C2' = C2/IS
k, = k2/I2. k2' = k2/I5
d, = 3n2(l,
C," =
q, = (I ,+I 3 -I 2 )/I]
Я2 = (14+ 1
u
:
 = 4 J 7 ( l - q 2 ) + k 1 / I 4
k, = k ,/I , k2
f, = ( I , + I 3 - l 2 ) / 0 3 + I6>- f2
r)i = pitch motion of primary bodv
T]7 = pitch motion ol secondary bodv
?j = roll motion of primary body
f-> = roll motion of secondary body
? = yaw motion
kj = roll spring constant
k-> = pitch spring constant
L E-B-1
С. = roll damping coefficient
C2 = pitch damping coefficient
I j , I2, 13 = roll, pitch and yaw inertia of primary body about hinge
*4» ^5' 'б = roll, pitch and yaw inertia of secondary body about hinge
ft = 2тг divided by orbital period
The pitch equations (B-l) and (B-2) are decoupled from the roll and yaw
equations (B-3) to (B-5). , The resulting characteristic equation in
pitch is then
S4 + (Cj' + C2') S3 + (dj + d2) S2 + (djC2' + d2Cj' - C,^ ' - C2'kj')S
L
 • +(djd2-kj'k2') =0 ; (B-6)
The roll and yaw equations (B-3) to (B-5) are all coupled, a result that
makes the use of a damper only in roll practical. The characteristic
equation in roll and yaw is
b6S
6
 + b5S
5
 + b4S
4
 + b3S
3
 + b2S
2
 + b j S + Ь0 = О (В-7)
where
bj = n2(l-f
r
f2)(C2"u1+C1»u2-<k1C2"-1E2C1")
b2 = n
2 (i-f
r
f 2 )(u 1 +u 2 ) tu^-k^
= n
2(l-f 1-f 2)(C 1" + C2")
+ Cj" (u2 + n 2 f jq 2 + n2f2q2 - k2)
b4
b
s
b6
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